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Preface
This project was undertaken to address the need for readily available quantitative data for
sportfish management decisions, stream quality assessment, and for stream restoration
needs in Illinois. The PC-based, Streams database has been developed to meet this need
and is described in the report. Streams is statewide in scope, consisting of large river and
stream data covering the entire time span of available data. Data sources include all current
and considerable historical data from the Illinois Department of Conservation's (IDOC)
stream monitoring and basin survey projects, as well as the from the Illinois Natural
History Survey (INHS). Some INHS data stem from previous Sport Fish Restoration
Fund projects, including F-76-R and F-61-R.
This report describes the database in detail and contains sections to serve as manuals from
data entry and output. These particular sections will be revised and distributed separately to
IDOC personnel as a formal Streams database user manual following review and comment
on this document by the IDOC.
This technical report is the final report of Project F-120-R (1-3), A Statewide Data Base for Stream Fishes,
which was conducted under a memorandum of understanding between the Illinois Department of
Conservation and the Board of Trustees of the University of Illinois. The actual work was performed by the
Illinois Natural History Survey, a division of the Department of Energy and Natural Resources. The project
was supported through Federal Aid in Sport Fish Restoration (Dingell-Johnson) by the U.S. Fish and Wildlife
Service, the Illinois Department of Conservation, and the Illinois Natural History Survey. The form, content,
and data interpretation are the responsibility of the University of Illinois and the Illinois Natural History
Survey, and not that of the Illinois Department of Conservation.
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Executive Summary
This project resulted from a need to have quantitative data from stream fish samples readily
available for sportfish management and research, as well as for the assessment of stream
quality and restoration needs in Illinois. Specifically, Illinois Department of Conservation
(IDOC) managers and administrators needed the ability to easily store raw data and derive
information on stream fish community structure, population structure, abundance, and
biomass, and relate these and other variables to habitat characteristics.
To satisfy this need, a text-based statewide streams database was developed using a
commercially available platform (Paradox database software on IBM-compatible
computers). Custom output software was developed for creating tabular summaries of fish
collection data and for exporting summarized data to commercial packages, several of
which were provided in this contract, for statistical analyses and graphical outputs. The
additional capacity to take advantage of some superior analytical and output programs on
Macintosh platforms was also provided. Training in the use of these systems has been
provided as necessary.
Data entry software that interacts directly with the database was specially written to accept a
variety of current and historical stream data formats. Part of the database accepts and
records these data in a format in which original data can be preserved and validated. Data
are checked, as entered, against a standard set of information by Illinois fish species, for
species code and individual weight for a given length. Data identified as unusual are
flagged by the program, eliciting a warning to the data entry person, who can then check
the entry against the original data sheets and report the record to a supervisor if necessary.
Data entry has been thoroughly tested and utilized by IDOC personnel. A description of this
software has been included as an appendix to serve as a manual for new data entry
personnel and as a reference.
Fish sample data from streams and rivers throughout the entire state of Illinois, for varying
time periods, were entered. There are several sources of data. IDOC currently has ongoing
stream monitoring and stream basin survey programs. In addition, considerable data from
IDOC, some dating from the 1960's, and the Illinois Natural History Survey (INHS) have
been incorporated. Some of these data resulted from previous Sport Fish Restoration Fund
projects, including F-76-R and F-61-R. So far, data from 3128 collections, for which 2671
. habitat descriptions exist, have been entered and verified, producing a total database about
54 Mbytes in size. Habitat data inevitably varied among different projects and time periods.
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A large habitat table was developed that permitted entry of all habitat descriptors with their
original units. This enables the selection of analyzable habitat features within any desired
subsets of the database.
Data, once entered, are stored and then automatically transferred internally, being
transformed when necessary, to provide source tables whose records can be exported and
summarized for a variety of output requirements, without loss of integrity or resolution.
The main output program for the database, FISHTAB.EXE, was written to be independent
of the Paradox database, so that its development and use would not rely on a specific data
source. A simple routine within Paradox has also been written to permit users to select sets
of desired fish collection records and export them as an ASCII delimited text file.
FISHTAB.EXE loads this file and optionally creates summary tables of length frequencies
by species, condition factors by user-defined length group, catch-per-unit effort in various
formats, stock indices, and a combined summary output of this information by year and
site. Also, a table presenting numbers of individuals by species and sample can be
inspected to aid in the selection of individual species outputs. Output tables may be printed
and/or exported as text files. A second program, IBI.SC, calculates the Index of Biotic
Integrity, alternative IBI formulations, and species richness directly from the database by
sample. The facility to calculate unbiased estimates of abundance, biomass, and species
richness, using gear efficiency estimates developed under F-61-R, has been incorporated
and the results are passed on in the text file utilized by FISHTAB.EXE.
To facilitate the analysis of sets of data on various scales, a data field for ISIS (Illinois
Stream Information System) number has been included in the database. The ISIS number
can be used to establish user-defined sets of data that associate sampling sites with one or
more drainage basins. This feature will allow users to summarize and statistically compare
data among drainage basins or from a single basin through time. Such analyses are much
more robust and useful than depending on a single site. It is therefore suggested that ISIS
be extended to include all sampling sites in the streams database. Sites have also been
referenced by geographic coordinates, whenever those data were provided. Therefore, the
definition and selection of drainage basins and other geographically defined units, as well
as analyses of the data, should be enhanced by integrating this database with existing state
GIS databases.
This report describes the database and associated software in detail, and contains sections
that serve as manuals for data entry and output.
iii
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Job 101.1 Database design
Database design: philosophy and outline
A database is of limited use if it is merely a repository for data. In order to be more than an
expensive filing cabinet, it must provide data coded in a concise and consistent manner for
output summaries and for performing analyses on a variety of scales and conditions. When
data are qualified, which is frequent with natural resource data, the qualifications must also
be coded so that the subsets required can be rapidly selected. Freehand notes must be used
only for exceptional cases that cannot yet be coded or that are sufficiently infrequent to
obviate coding. In addition to facilitating simple, rapid retrieval and analysis, the database
design must allow for convenient checking of input data against original data sheets. These
two requirements, analytical efficiency and data sheet correspondence, need distinct
methods of data storage in different tables that must be linked in the database.
A schematic of the Streams Database design in Paradox is shown in Figure 1. Each
rounded box refers to a Paradox table, and each table has a list of fields (upper case).
Figure 2 describes the general function of each table and relationships among them.
Detailed definitions of fields are listed in Appendix A, and operational details within and
among tables are described under appropriate parts of the report.
Table linkages are necessary whenever one table is used with another. The link fields
between the database tables are ID, GEAR, SPC, and GEARS. ID is a unique number
assigned to a sample, which is always taken at a single sampling site and almost always in
a single day. It links the three data entry tables FISH, METHOD, and HABITAT and the
derivative LFREQ table. Data entry tables contain data entered directly from the data sheets.
GEAR is required to guarantee a 1:1 link between a record of the FISH table and a record
of the METHOD table, because a single ID may include individuals collected by different
gears or passes. SPC, the 3-letter species code, links the FISH and LFREQ tables to the
SPECIES table. GEARS is used to link the LFREQ table to the CALIB table during
calibration calculations. If the user is explicitly specifying Paradox links, caution is
required regarding GEAR. If the FISH and METHOD table aren't linked on both ID and
GEAR, wrong results will be obtained. A detailed discussion of the various gear codes is
contained in Appendix B.
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The HABITAT table contains a large number of fields, because it must accommodate all
habitat measurements employed. Appendix A describes the current version of this table,
and Appendix B describes the procedures used to encode the various measures of each
habitat parameter. Allowing different measures in the same field permits the easy
exploration of the types and quantities of data available for any given habitat parameter.
This is the necessary first step in the selection of parameters for which there are appreciable
historical data. The HABITAT table may conveniently be used to derive standardized
habitat descriptions for large subsets of the whole database and to permit the creation of
tables of subsets of the habitat measurements when analyzing particular stream/river types
or other subsets.
Job 101.2 Data Entry and Transfer
Data entry
The PAL (Paradox Application Language) program ENTER.SC was coded to facilitate data
entry from the variety of raw data sheets involved. The data entry form for the FISH table
had to be entirely written in PAL because the Paradox default data entry tools were
insufficient. ENTER. SC is now being used in IDOC stream offices as well as at INHS.
Detailed instructions for data entry personnel are shown in the manual in Appendix B.
Immediate checking of length-weight data for outliers is incorporated into the data entry
program. However, data entry personnel are not permitted to make unilateral decisions to
censor data but are simply notified of the presence of suspect data, warning them to look
closely for misplaced decimal points and for errors in choice of units.
LFREQ (length-frequency) table generation is included as a part of the data entry module.
LFREQ is the main input for the FISHTAB program and is generated from the FISH table
as a one-dtime operation. This will save considerable computing time when processing data
for outputs and will allow lean database copies that exclude the voluminous FISH table
when computing the majority of outputs. LFREQ includes means and sums of squares for
the two most popular condition factors, Kn (LeCren's condition factor) and Wr (relative
weight). These indices give similar results, but we can derive standard parameters easily
for all species using Kn.
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Current status of data entered
The following information is included in the Streams Database at INHS. All data have been
verified with the possible exception of some of the R:BASE data.
Source # Samples(IDs) # FISH Records # HABITAT Records
IDOC R:Base data 427 48123
IDOC raw data sheets 2305 201539 over 1925
processed in Champaign
IDOC raw data sheets 396 55748 see below
processed largely by IDOC
Total 3128 305410 2671
The amount of data entered into Paradox by IDOC personnel since the beginning of the
project is difficult to quantify because some of the verification and most of the habitat data
entry was actually done in Champaign.
The combined data from all sources currently occupy about 54 MBytes of disk storage.
Transfer of length and weight data from FISH to LFREQ
The length interval or 'bin' in FISH (Total length TL to TLMAX) in older data may differ
from the 1-mm or 1-cm bins assigned according to species in LFREQ. This data may use
English units or mixed bin sizes. The data entry program ENTER.SC (Appendix B)
processes data by randomly allocating such fish from within each length range in FISH to
length bins in LFREQ, including any English-to-metric unit conversions. Therefore,
individuals from a FISH length interval may be allocated to more than one LFREQ length
group, with a probability of being assigned to each one that is proportional to the length
within each LFREQ length group that lies within the FISH interval. The total number of
fish caught remains constant The allocation process is explained in detail in Appendix G.
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If subsamplc time SUBTIME is less than the total time taken to sample a fish species with
the corresponding gear, this represents subsampling of the total effort for that species.
Therefore, in order that subsequent fish density or CPUE estimates not be biased, each
frequency allocated for the NTOT (total frequency) field in LFREQ is scaled up by the ratio
of total sampling time to SUBTIME before writing into that field.
If, in a non-calibration sample, two or more different gears were used in the same sample
area for the same sample (same ID) and the data were identified with each gear, those data
will continue to be associated with those gears in LFREQ. If data from two or more gears
were not distinguished, a distinct multiple code name was assigned under GEARS for all
those data.
Conversely, if one or more passes of the same gear comprised a sample, the sum of the
catches appear in LFREQ which is assigned a distinct code under GEARS. Also, if the
sample was between block nets and the lower block net catch was recorded, this would be
included and identified with a distinct GEARS entry. For example, if a sample comprised
data from 3 passes with a 30 foot seine powered by a 1600W generator, plus the bottom
block net catch, GEARS would be ES 123B.
The NACT field in LFREQ is the original number of fish measured to an accuracy of 0.5
inch (±0.25 inch) or better and is used for reference when assessing the utility of NTOT
data in length-frequency analyses. For example, if a set of samples of channel catfish were
interpolated from FISH intervals of 6 inches or more, these data would be inappropriate for
use in length frequency analysis to estimate age structure or to interpret length-at-age data
from known growth rates. Therefore in those and similar cases NACT will be zero, but in
most cases it will equal or be close to NTOT.
Normally, individual fish must be weighed and measured to 1 mm precision to qualify for
inclusion in LFREQ (as NWT, KN, KNSQ, WR, WRSQ fields) for subsequent condition
factor calculations in FISHTAB. However, older data are often measured to 0.5 inch
accuracy and we have permitted transformation to mm of these individuals to be used
provided that the total length exceeds 10 in. The error among individuals is small compared
to the variability of weight for a given length.
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Total weight (WT) in LFREQ is an estimate of the total weight of NTOT fish in the record.
WT is the sum of any individual weights recorded plus the weights estimated for remaining
individuals using the "a" (KNA) and "b" (KNB) parameters in SPECIES and the midpoint
of the TL length group.
Job 101.3 Software development
The principal software modules, described below (or above, for data entry), are all menu
driven, and therefore largely self-documenting. The most important functions of the user's
manuals are therefore to describe the varieties of data that can be addressed and the
meanings of the options available in each module. The user's manuals in Appendices B,
C, and D document software that will continue to be developed. These manuals will shortly
be available in a separate loose-leaf form to IDOC managers to facilitate periodic updates.
Output software: FISHTAB.EXE
FISHTAB is the most comprehensive custom software in the Streams Database. For this
reason it has been made independent of the database, and can therefore be used with
appropriately formatted data from any future data source. A manual for the operation of
FISHTAB.EXE is in Appendix C. Here, the multiple functions of FISHTAB are briefly
outlined.
FISHTAB is designed (1) to provide output tables, many of which are similar to those
developed under DOC9 in F-69-R [Sobaski and Bayley, 1993] and (2) to provide text files
for import into commercial software for further analysis or graphical output. Each output
text file includes data from a specific table plus associated information in some cases.
FISHTAB accepts data from a text file with lines corresponding to records output from
LFREQ, along with other information transferred from other Paradox tables. Therefore, a
major function of FISHTAB is to aggregate data to user-controlled levels from the fine
structure extracted from LFREQ.
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The current modules in FISHTAB are:
1. The length-frequency and condition index module outputs numbers of fish for a
chosen species at requested fish-length intervals, along with mean weights, relative weight
(Wr) and LeCren's (Kn) condition indices plus confidence intervals corresponding to each
length interval.
2. The catch per unit effort (CPUE) module outputs a series of three tables that show
data on catch and effort. Catch can be expressed in terms of numbers or weight with metric
and English units shown. When a printout is requested, a table name or number (no longer
than 20 characters) is requested so that the table can be identified in a report.
3. The species presence module tabulates fish species and number of individuals by
species. This module is useful for ascertaining which species are worth analyzing in detail
from the current file extracted from Paradox.
4. The stock index module calculates for each species: proportional stock density
(PSD), young-to-adult ratio (YAR), and up to three relative stock density (RSD) values.
5. The general output module reports a combination of statistics from modules (1), (2),
and (4) for a single sDecies. CPUE is calculated, either by number or weight, for a chosen
length range and collection method. PSD is calculated for fish of that size range collected
either by a chosen single gear or across all gears. The mean condition factor is also
reported, indexed either as Wr or Kn. A single record is reported for each station and year
included in the input file.
Output software: species richness, IBI
The IBI (Index of Biotic Integrity) algorithm is taken from Biological Stream
Characterization (BSC) by Hite and Bertrand [1989]. IBI is calculated by the PAL module
IBI.SC. A manual for the operation of IBI.SC is in Appendix D.
IBI is calculated directly from the FISH table, the only source of fish disease information.
The user may proceed consecutively through the table and/or select starting sample IDs. All
output may be viewed on the monitor, printed, or sent to a file.
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If a sample contains only species presence data, only the species richness and species
composition metrics are shown, along with the species list with scientific and common
name. "Intolerant species", as defined in IBI, are marked with an asterisk. All IBI metrics
are displayed, along with species frequencies when available.
The BSC algorithm requires that stream order and region be specified if IBI is to be
calculated. A popup menu shows all available selections, taken from table LBI.DB. Once a
selection is made, IBI and AIBI are displayed in all cases where the database contains
sufficient information to calculate CPUE (as required by the BSC report). Because the
scoring criteria that are functions of stream order and region are in the database, IDOC
personnel will be able to change and extend these criteria without further need of PAL
programming.
Stream order can be automatically selected from the ORDER column in the HABITAT
table, but unfortunately almost none of the IDOC data sheets processed contained stream
order. The next section discusses what may be done to remedy this.
Software developments in the near future
The calibration coefficient table CALIB contains species richness efficiency coefficients
(distinguished by species code = "RIC") that can be applied to counts of the total number of
species in the sample. Estimated species richness from RIC data in CALIB will be included
in the IBI.SC output as they become available.
FISHTAB will also be supplied with mean width (WIDTH-AVE) and stream length
sampled (LENGTH) from HABITAT, whose product provides an estimate of area
sampled. Therefore, dividing ABUN by area will provide abundance density estimates
which are important when comparing samples of different areas. Biomass density
(estimated biomass of fish per unit area) can be obtained by multiplying mean weight
(WT/NTOT) by estimated abundance (ABUN) from each record.
Area estimates are also important for the expression of CPUE as catch (total numbers or
weight) per unit area sampled, which is usually a better index of abundance or biomass
density than using time sampled as a measure of effort. CPUE can be a very approximate
index, and should only be used (1) when data sets have to be used that include samples for
which capture efficiencies cannot be estimated with confidence and (2) when data sets arc
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restricted to gears and ranges of sampling conditions that suggest similar capture
efficiencies.
The ISIS stream number will allow the geographic coordinate and other available
information from the ISIS project to be accessed. It is simple, working with the ISIS
tables, to construct a table with all ISIS geographic information (along with the ISIS
number) for all IEPA sampling station codes available in ISIS. If stream order is to be
included, both river mile and ISIS number for the sampling stations must be known.
Serious consideration should be given to digitizing missing river miles and filling out any
missing IEPA station codes in ISIS so that stream order can be included in this table.
Job 101.4 Gear efficiency correction
Application of calibration information
ABUN in LFREQ is the estimated number of fish in the sampled area and can only be
estimated by assuming an appropriate capture efficiency. CALIB contains the coefficients
and conditions needed for estimating capture efficiency for each species group and fish
length (derived from F-61-R [Bayley, 1990] and subsequent information). A PAL
program, CALIB.SC, estimates capture efficiency based on the habitat measurements
influencing capture (in HABITAT) and the species and fish length for each record in each
sample, looking up appropriate coefficients in the CALIB table. Each capture efficiency is
divided into NTOT to provide an abundance estimate, ABUN. ABUN has several decimal
places to avoid rounding errors when summing values in TABLE or in files output by
TABLE.
CALIB.SC contains limits of predictor variable values, so that when samples were taken
outside the limits under which calibration estimates were made, a capture efficiency
estimate is not made and ABUN remains blank. For particular analyses when large scale
comparisons are being made across numerous samples, mean efficiencies for specific
methods can be estimated and included in CALIB.SC, to be subsequently applied to a
specified set of samples. The altered program and resulting database should be saved as a
separate 'research copy' so that the responsibility for the assumptions made remain with the
user concerned, and do not leave undocumented processes in the core database.
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Treatment of data from calibration samples
Calibration samples comprise a Primary Method, followed by a Secondary Method (usually
rotenone). The Secondary Method is unique to calibration samples, and is identified by a
"!" terminating the gear code. C-STATUS in FISH is important in calibration samples
because it indicates what fish were marked from the Primary Method catch, what fish were
caught outside the blocked reach (which are not included in LFREQ) and marked, and what
fish were recaptured in the Secondary Method.
All original data from calibration samples are retained so that additional analyses (e.g., to
re-estimate capture efficiencies in the light of new data or methods) will be possible without
recovering data from old formats. The senior author will be providing improved estimates
when data subsequent to F-61-R are incorporated. Also, alternative estimates will be
provided that account for different but appropriate sets of habitat measurements from earlier
samples.
The calibration samples are also useful in providing fish population information in their
own right. Initially, the Primary Method catch will be transferred to LFREQ just like any
other valid sample. If the CALIB data are used for estimating ABUN, this will provide an
unbiased estimate. However, estimates would be also unbiased but more precise if the
Secondary Method rotenone catch information were included. Therefore, for calibration
samples whose secondary method was used to derive the rotenone efficiency model
(Bayley and Dowling, 1990), ABUN will be estimated more precisely as follows. The
rotenone catch of unmarked fish will be divided by the rotenone efficiency (using
coefficients in CALIB and applicable variables from HABITAT) and added to the Primary
Method catch (excluding fish caught outside the blocked reach) to estimate ABUN. (An
estimate from the Primary Method only is feasible, but does not take advantage of the
Secondary Method information). NTOT will then contain the number of unmarked fish
from the Secondary Method plus the Primary Method catch.
In a small remainder of calibrations where special efficiencies were estimated for the
Secondary Method (e.g., rotenone was not used), the Primary Method catch data only will
be retained, with ABUN estimated using its corresponding capture efficiency from CALIB,
as in other non-calibration samples.
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Job 101.5 Technology transfer
The transfer of technology during this project has consisted of two parts. The first element
involved providing Illinois Department of Conservation managers with the periodic updates
of the entire statewide Streams Database, as well as copies or revisions of the companion
programs that have been created for the database. An equally important aspect of delivering
this software has been to provide instruction on the use of and technical support for all
aspects of the database and software. Throughout the project, the majority of this training
has focused on the use of the data entry routines, on querying the database to extract
information for reports or creating subsets of data for export to commercial software
packages, and in the general use of Paradox. Training in these areas has primarily been
conducted on a one-on-one, "hands on" basis with IDOC personnel using the database,
supplemented by handouts on database procedures. Periodic meetings with the entire IDOC
stream program staff have also been held to field questions regarding the database and to
receive their comments and suggestions on the design of database tables and programs.
The second part of technology transfer has involved the purchase and configuration of
computer hardware and commercial software for IDOC Streams managers. This was an
essential step in providing field offices with the means to fully implement the Streams
Database and its associated custom output programs. A complete list of these items appears
as Appendix F of this report. Computer systems were chosen based on their capability to
efficiently and reliably deal with large database operations or statistical analyses,
appropriate to the technology available at the time of these purchases. The selection of
software was based on the ability of these packages to provide complementary outputs
from the database or to support the computer systems on which the database resides, while
maintaining compatibility with other software used by district managers within the IDOC
for managing lakes using FAS.
Because the latest version of the entire statewide database and the first versions of the two
customized output programs, IBI and FISHTAB (formerly referred to as TABLEOUT),
was distributed with the conclusion of this project, the need for additional training,
technical support, and programming to revise or debug these programs is expected to
continue. Technical support for database issues will be maintained during 1995 as part of
the database management activities of Federal Aid project F-69-R. During this time,
detailed user manuals will be developed based on the manuals that appear as Appendices B,
C, and D at the conclusion of this report. Instruction in the use of the database for new
10
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stream managers and in running the output programs for all mangers is planned later in
1995 in close cooperation with IDOC's Fisheries Analysis Section. The method of this
training will be decided upon in concert with IDOC, but will likely consist of either small
group demonstrations or a formal training workshop. Periodic updates to the stream
fisheries database will continue as sets of IDOC historical fish survey data are entered by
INHS streams data entry clerks. Finally, for databases to retain their utility over time, they
need to be adaptable to the current needs of their users. To this end, updates and revision to
the design of the database and/or to its companion programs will also be provided as
necessary, especially once stream managers have had sufficient time to familiarize
themselves with the package and had the opportunity to thoroughly evaluate it
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FIGURE 2. Brief descriptions of tables and internal processing in Streams Database.
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Appendix A. Definition of fields and tables in the database
Each field is shown by name and field type, followed by a description. Field types "N"
and"S" are numeric and short numeric, respectively. Field type "A" is alphanumeric (i.e.,
text). It is always followed by a width specification. An "A3" field, for example, will hold
up to 3 characters. Field type "D" is for dates.
FISH Table
"N"
"A 4"
"A3"
"N"
"N"
"N"
"N"
"A25"
"AS0"
"A20"
"N"
"A3"
"A2"
"A10"w
Sample number, unique for each sample site and date.
Gear code (2nd methods have '!' as fourth character).
Three-letter species code.
Number of fish.
Total weight in grams.
Total length (or lower bound) in millimeters.
Upper bound of lengths in millimeters.
Disease comments and counts.
Any comments beyond those in disease.
Individual metric lengths, up to 5, blank delimited.
Time of subsample, if this species was subsampled.
Capture status.
Age (plus is assumed).
Tag number.
SPECIES Table
SPC
COMMON
SCIENTIFIC
TAXCODE
LUBCODE
CM
KNA
KNB.
WRA
WRB
PHYLO
DIET
INTOL
STRM-GRP
LAKE-GRP
IBI-GRP
"A3"
"A30"
"A50"
"N"
"A4"
"A2"
"N"
"N"
"N"
"N'"
"Al"
"Al"
"A3"
"A2"
3-letter species code.
Common name.
Scientific name.
INHS taxonomic code.
Lubinski code.
Centimeter or millimeter group in LFREQ.
Kn A parameter.
Kn B parameter.
Wr A parameter.
Wr B parameter.
Numbers for a phylogenetic sort.
Indicates diet for IBI calculation purposes.
Contains I if an IBI intolerant species.
Species group for stream calibration.
Species group for lakes calibration.
Species groups for IBI
A-1
ID
GEAR
SPC
N
WT
TL
TLMAX
DISEASE
REMARK
INDLNMT
SUBTIME
C-STATUS
AGE
TAG
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METHOD Table
Sample number, unique for each site and date.
Gear code.
IEPA station code. If none, a code is created.
Date of sample.
Stream name.
Station name.
County.
Sampling period in minutes.
Total number of seine hauls, if any.
Beginning time for this gear.
Description of sampling gear details.
LFREQ Table
Sample number, unique for each site and date.
Gear codes like GEAR unless combined, i.e., ES123B.
Year of sample.
Species code.
Bin size.
Length group.
Frequency :- fi-h measured to 0.5 inch or better.
Frequency of all fish.
Abundance using gear calibration.
Total weight, estimated if necessary.
Number of individuals weighed.
Mean Kn.
Sum of Kn's squared.
Mean Wr.
Sum of Wr's squared.
A-2
ID
GEAR
CODE
DATE
STREAM
STNAME
COUNTY
PERIOD
HAULTOT
TIME
METHDISC
"N"
"A4"
"A20"
"D"
"A35"
"A25"
"A12"
"N"
"N"
"AS"
"A60"
ID
GEARS
YEAR
SPC
CM
TL
NACT
NTOT
ABUN
WT
NWT
KN
KNSQ
WR
WRSQ
"N"
"A8"
"S"
"A3"
"Al"
"N"
"N""
"N"
"N"
"N"
"N"
"N"
"N"
"N"
"N"
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HABITAT Table
ID
DATE
TIME
CODE
STATION
STREAM
RMILE
POOL
COUNTY
TOWNSHIP
RANGE
SECTION
TOWN
LOCATION
"N"
"A10"
"A8 "
"A20"
"A25"
"A35"v
"A12"
"A20"
"A12"
" A3"
"A3"
"A10"
"A60"
"A60"
Water, air, and light:
AIRTEMP
TEMP
DO
COND
PH
TDS
ALK
HARDNESS
TURBIDITY
COLOR-ETC
WIND
SKY
PRECIP
SHADE
BRIDGE
"A5"
"AS"
"AS"
"N"
"N"
"N"
"N"
"N"
"A10"
"A15"
"A60"
"Al5"
"A20"
"A10"
"S"
"Al"
Air temperature. F or C is placed after the number.
Water temperature. F or C is placed after the number.
Dissolved oxygen in mg/1 (ppm).
Conductivity in umhos/cm.
pH.
Total dissolved solids in mg/1.
Alkalinity in mg/l.
CaC03 in grains/gal. Other units should be noted.
Indicate Secchi units or ntus (or clear).
Water color, chemistry notes, etc.
Wind speed and direction.
% cloudiness, etc.
Inches if possible. Indicate if last 24 or 48 hrs.
% shade between 10:00 and 16:00.
Enter p if a bridge is present (source of shade).
A-3
Sample number, unique for each site and date.
Date of sampling session (24 hour time).
Time habitat measurements began.
Station code. IEPA station code when available.
Station name.
Stream name.
River mile.
Pool number or name if Illinois or Mississippi River.
County.
Township.
Range.
Section.
Distance and direction from nearest town.
Distance and direction from nearest landmark.
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Hydrology:
ISIS
ORDER
UMRCC
LEVEL
CHANNEL
WIDTH-AVE
WIDTH-MAX
WIDTH-MIN
LENGTH
DEPTH-AVE
DEPTH-MAX
AREA
VELOCITY
DISCHARGE
GAUGE
%POOL
%RIFFLE
%RUN
#POOL
#RIFFLE
#RUN
#POINT
#SC
#MIDBAR
#ISLAND
"A32"
"Al"
"A20"
"A15"
"N"
"N"
" N"
"N"
"N"
"N"
"AS"
"N"
"A60"
"s"
"S"
IT 99,
"S"
IV s to
"S"
"S
"S,,
,, S | t
ISIS stream number.
Stream order.
UMRCC habitat classification.
Stream stage (qualitative water
Mean channel width in feet.
Mean water width in feet.
Maximum water width in feet.
Minimum water width in feet.
Station length in feet.
Mean water depth in feet.
Maximum water depth in feet.
level) and trend.
Water area with units specified.
Mean water velocity of sampling reach in ft/sec.
Discharge in cubic feet/sec.
Location and reading of nearest gauge.
% pools
% riffles
% runs
Number of
Number of
Number of
Number
Number
Number
Number
of
of
of
of
in sampled habitat.
in sampled habitat.
in sampled habitat.
pools sampled.
riffles sampled.
runs sampled.
point bars
side channels
mid-channel bars
islands.
in sampled habitat.
in sampled habitat.
in sampled habitat.
LAKE-ACC "Al" Pond/lake outlet or spillway near site.
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Substrate:
SILT
SAND
GRAVEL
EGRAVEL
COBBLE
ECOBBLE
RUBBLE
BOULDER
EBOULDER
BEDROCK
CLAY
SLUDGE
DETRITUS
ELOG
HARD
"A12"
"A12"
"A 12"
"Al2"
"Al2"
"A12"
"A12"
"A12"
"A12"
"A12"
"A12"
"A12"
"A12"
"A12"
"A12"
Silt-mud.
Sand.
Total
Embedded
Total
gravel.
gravel.
cobble.
Embedded cobble.
Rubble.
Total boulders.
Embedded boulders.
Bedrock.
Hardpan clay.
Sludge.
Plant detritus.
Embedded logs.
Hard cover rating.
Instream vegetation/cover:
CBOULDER
UNDERCUT
LEDGE
ROOTS
STUMP
BRUSH
LOG
AQUAVEG
SUBMERGED
FLOATING
EMERGENT
PLANKTON
PERI
TERREVEG
COVER
PLANTS
"A12"
"A12"
"A12"
"A12"
"A12"
"A12"
"A12"
"A12"
"A12"
"A12"
"A12"
"A12"
"A12"
"A12"
"A12"
"A60"
Boulders useful as cover.
Undercut bank.
Submerged rock ledge.
Submerged tree roots.
Submerged tree stumps.
Submerged brush and debris.
Submerged logs.
Aquatic vegetation. ..
Submerged aquatic vegetation (see code).
Floating aquatic vegetation.
Emergent aquatic vegetation.
Planktonic algae.
Periphyton/filamentous algae.
Submerged terrestrial vegetation.
Total cover of any type.
List of aquatic plants and miscellaneous comments.
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Bank/shore/riparian:
"Bank" and "shore" are used in various field forms and seem to consistently denote habitat
often available to fish depending on the stream depth.
BANKROCK
BANKGRAV
BANKSAND
BANKSILT
BANKCLAY
BANKCONCR
MUDFLAT
RIPRAP
PILE
MUDBANK
BANKHIGH
ERODING
STABILIZE
DECIDUOUS
CONIFER
TREE
DENTREE
SHRUB
WEED
DENUDED
CANOPY
LIVESTOCK
AGRI
URBAN
CONSTRUCT
RECREATE
FLOOD
FOREST
MINE
WASTE
TILE
RIPWIDTH
WETLAND
CHANMOD
HYDROCON
"Al2"
"A12"
"Al2"
"A12"
"A12"
"A12"
"Al2"
"A12"
"A12"
"Al2"
"A12"
"A12"
"Al2"
"A12"t
"A12"
"A12"
"A12"
"A12"
"Al2"
"A12"
"A12"
"A12"
"Al2"
"A12"
"A12"
"A12"
"A12"
"A12"
"A12"
"Al2"
"Al2"
"Al2"
"A20"I
"A20"
Bank rock.
Bank gravel.
Bank sand.
Bank silt.
Bank clay.
Concrete/asphalt bank.
Mudflat bank.
Riprap and rock dikes.
Pile dike.
Steep mud bank.
Height of bank(s) in feet.
Active bank erosion.
Bank stabilization.
Riparian deciduous trees.
Riparian conifers.
Riparian mature trees.
Den trees.
Riparian shrubs.
Riparian weeds and grasses.
Denuded riparian zone.
Coded canopy.
Coded livestock access.
Adjacent agriculture.
Adjacent urban development.
Adjacent construction.
Adjacent recreational area.
Adjacent floodplain.
Adjacent forest.
Adjacent mining.
Adjacent waste treatment plant.
Tile entering stream.
Riparian width.
Wetland.
Channel modifications.
Hydrologic controls.
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Additional miscellaneous information:
PERSONNEL
ANGLERS
EQUIPMENT
HABITAT1
HABITAT2
HABITAT3
"A60"
"A60"
"A60"
"A6 0"
"A60"
"A60"
Personnel involved in sampling.
Presence of anglers.
Equipment used for sampling.
These are for any data that have no
assigned field. More fields can
be added as needed.
Calibration-specific:
TIME1
TIME2
TIME3
TEMPI1
TEMP 2
TEMP 3
%VEG
%SHOREVEG
PI
%AREA
NTU
"N"
"N"
"N"
"N"
"N"
"N"
"N"
"N"
"N"
"N"
"N"
Time for method 1.
Time for method 2.
Time for method 3.
Temperature for method 1.
Temperature for method 2.
Temperature for method 3.
Percent area with vegetation.
Percent shoreline with vegetation.
Physical impedance.
Percent area sampled.
Turbidity expressed only in NTUs.
CALIB Table
GEARS
SPC-GRP
C
S50
L
L2
WD
DP
R
V
U
VI
PI
PAS
CO
TU
TU2
T
"A8"
"A3"1
"N"
"N"
"N"
"N"
"N"
"N"
"N"
"N"
"N"
"N"
"N"
"N"
"N"
"N"
"N"o
LFREQ-type gear code.
Calibration species group.
"Coefficient for constant term.
50-foot seine.
fish length.
fish length squared.
sampling width.
maximum depth.
percent riffle.
water velocity.
undersampling.
visual impedance.
physical impedance.
percent area sampled.
conductivity.
NTU.
NTU squared.
water temperature.
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IBI Table
REGION
ORDER
L SPECIES
H-SPECIES
L SUCKER
H SUCKER
L SUNFISH
H SUNFISH
L DARTER
H DARTER
L INTOL
HINTOL
"A18"
"N"i
"N"
"N"
"N"
"N"
"N"
"N"
"N"
"N"
"N"
"N"
Illinois IBI region name.
Stream order.
Lowest species richness metric scored 3.
Highest species richness metric scored 3.
Lowest sucker species composition metric scored 3.
Highest sucker
Lowest sunfish
Highest sunfish
Lowest darter
Highest darter
Lowest intolerant
Highest intolerant
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Appendix B. Data entry manual
The Streams Database data entry tables consist of FISH, METHOD, and HABITAT. These
tables are designed for data entry convenience rather than for data analysis. The intent is to
provide space for all data on the IDOC field forms, including notes in the margin. All of
these tables are used in the generation of the LFREQ table, the main source of data used by
FISHTAB, and by the IBI module. A description of the fields of all Streams Database
tables may be found in Appendix A.
In order to use the programs and databases described here, Paradox 4.0 should be installed
on your computer. You will find it convenient to set the default database directory to blank,
and to give the streams database its own directory.
If you are editing a database, you should have the files ENTER.SC (the data entry
program), GEN.SC (which will generate a new FISH and METHOD table), SPECIES.DB
(the source of species names and abreviations), and HAB.DB (the HABITAT table
prototype) in the same directory. You may use the database without these files, but the data
entry utilities described here will be absent, and you will have to deal with Paradox on its
own terms. The file P.BAT is helpful, permitting one to start Paradox in the best graphics
mode by typing P at the DOS prompt. To install the database and all necessary files into the
current directory, place the last installation diskette into drive a: and type a:install at the DOS
prompt. To start data entry at the DOS prompt if P.BAT is absent, type
paradox enter
The large Streams Database is opened automatically at startup if it exists in the current
directory. Otherwise, a database selection menu is presented. If you don't want to select a
database, press the Esc key.
The METHOD table is edited using the default Paradox form, described in Chapter 11 of
the Paradox User's Guide. To end METHOD table editing, press the Esc key.
The FISH table uses an entry routine written in PAL rather than a Paradox form. The need
to enter and display weight and length in both metric and English units while keeping only
the millimeter length in the table could not be handled by the standard Paradox form
utilities. The need to enter and display species names in both 3-letter abbreviations and full
common names couldn't be handled by the utilities, either. And the Paradox table linkage
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facilities wouldn't permit the display of information from the SPECIES and METHOD
tables on the form for FISH table data entry, because Paradox would require unique fish
records if fish were keyed. This requirement is unacceptable because identical records aren't
necessarily duplicate records.
Data Entry and Editing Commands
Do not edit or enter data into the large Streams Database. Any such changes or additions
should be made only at the request of the database manager. Editing should be done only to
separate personal databases, which will usually be newly entered data, but which can also
be personal copies of some or all of the large database.
To enter fish table data, select item 1 from the menu by pressing 1 and Enter. The actions of
the various editing keys are:
Esc Leave data entry mode.
Page-Up Display prior fish record.
Page-Down Display next fish record.
Up-Arrow Move up one field.
Down-Arrow Move down one field.
Right-Arrow Move right one field.
Left-Arrow Move left one field.
Enter Move down one field.
Home Display the first record.
End Display the last record.
Delete Delete the current record.
Insert Add a new record below the current record. ID, GEAR, and
SPC are copied, but may be changed.
Fl View species table. Press Esc or Fl to resume editing.
F7 Form toggle. Press Esc or F7 to return to the standard input form. This
toggles to the Paradox desktop. All tables in the current database are
available and may be edited. The mouse is active.
Tab Edit the contents of the current field starting from the
right side of the field's contents.
To put new contents in the current field, just type them in. Pressing the Esc key while a
field is being edited will restore the old value.
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If you have a mean individual weight for a group of fish, enter this weight followed by an
asterisk. The mean weight is then multiplied by the number of fish before insertion into the
table.
Sorting
Paradox sorts on all columns by default. After a normal sort, the fish records for a single
ID, GEAR, and species will no longer be guaranteed to be in the order originally entered,
making verification difficult. The sort command in the menu of the data entry program sorts
on the first three columns of the FISH table only, and may be useful during verification if
the records a single ID have been inadvertently placed in two parts of the table.
ID and GEAR Codes
ID, the unique sampling session number, and GEAR are used to relate FISH tables to other
tables. The first character of GEAR is the run (or sequence) number. It distinguishes
consecutive uses the same gear in one sample ID. The default value is 1. Supplementary
samples have been entered with n=S, but it is preferable to give them new IDs. The next
three characters specify the type of gear used, as follows:
New Code Gear Old R:BASE code
nES Electric seine, A.C. ES/AC
nBE Boat electrofishing, A.C. EF/AC
nBED Boat electrofishing, D.C. EF/DC
nPE Backpack electrofishing. BP
nPES Backpack electrofishing + seine.
NBES Boat electrofishing + seine haul. EF/SH
nBEN Boat electrofishing + other nets.
NSH Seine haul. SH
nRO Rotenone. RO
nTRP Trap net.
NTRM Trammel net
NHOP Hoop net.
NBAS Basket trap (small slat trap).
NFID Fiddler net (half-inch mesh hoop net).
NFYK Fyke net.
NGIL Experimental gill net (5-panel, 125 ft).
NO'TIT Otter trawl.
NMIS Miscellaneous other gears.
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If the exact time that the nets were set is given, enter this in PERIOD. Enter vague times,
such as "overnight" in EQUIPMENT, along with net sizes, number of nets, time the nets
were set, and other gear or effort details. Do not abbreviate. HABITAT1, HABITAT2, and
HABITAT3 may also be used.
Database Names
The naming of the streams database tables is problematic because Paradox, unlike some
databases such as R:BASE, carries no database name as an umbrella for groups of tables.
Each table must therefore have a unique name that specifies both the table type and database
membership. The STRM database, which covers all basins and years, consists of
FSH-STRM.DB The FISH table.
HAB-STRM.DB The HABITAT table (previously called SAMPLE).
LFR-STRM.DB The LFREQ table.
SPECIES.DB The SPECIES table, shared by all streams databases.
MTH-STRM.DB The METHOD table.
Users specify only database names, such as STRM, of up to 4 characters.
Length Ranges
When all of the fish in a record measure to the same 0.1 inch or 1 mm value, they are
considered to be of the same length, and the length is entered into TL with TLMAX left
blank. In much of the raw data, however, fish lengths are grouped by half inch or
centimeter.
With centimeter groups, all fish whose length falls within a centimeter range are combined,
as in this record:
SPC N WT(gm) TL(mm) TLMAX(mm) INDLNMT(mm)
BLS 5 .23 10 19 1518 18 1819
The 3 fish are in the 1 cm group, i.e., their lengths are 10 mm or more, but not more than
19 mm. The value of TLMAX may be entered as 19, 19.9, or even 20. The value will be
corrected to .01 microns less than the lowest value of the next group when the data are used
to generate length-frequency tables.
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The field INDLNMT, which stands for individual length metric, was originally intended by
David Day to contain up to five lengths in millimeters, separated by spaces. INDLNMT
may still be used in this manner. Separate records may also be entered for each measured
fish. An extra record with N-=0 (not blank N, which indicates no weight given) should
precede these if there is a group weight or comment. The above data would be entered as
SPC N WT(gm) TL(mm) TLMAX(mm) INDLNMT
BLS 0 .23 10 cm
BLS 1 15
BLS 3 18
BLS 1 19
This notation can be used with any number of individuals, not just up to five. "cm"
indicates centimeter grouping, and is somewhat less error-prone than having to calculate
TLMAX in one's head.
The rest of this section applies only to the older half-inch data. With half-inch groups, all
fish are assigned to the nearest 0.5 inch, so that a fish of 1.8 inches or of 2.2 inches would
be combined into a single 2 inch record. This data type is found largely before the
conversion to metric was scarted in i982. In such data, even individual fish are measured
only to the nearest 0.5 inch. Such data should be entered in the same manner as the
centimeter grouped data, except that "half" should be entered into INDLNMT to indicate the
precision of the lengths, as in this 1980 Des Plaines record:
SPC N WT(lb) TL(in) TLMAX(in) INDLNMT
GOF 2 .88 8 half
We have been entering this as 8-8.5 inches to make verification faster and more reliable.
The values are corrected to 0.25 inch lower when length-frequency tables are generated.
The new notation avoids this awkwardness. Data in the old format will still be interpreted
correctly.
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Some of the data sheets are in summary form, like the following data collected by Bruce
Muench in 1963, followed by two carpsucker records collected by Merle Price in 1967:
--- Size Groups---
Species N Total weight Size Range N TWt Ave Length
Quillback 45 79.4 lb 7.0 - 16.9 in 4 9.0 in
38 13.8 in
3 16.8 in
Redfin shiner 3 .02 lb 2.7 - 3.5 in 3 3.1 in
River carpsucker 7 .39 lb 4.0 - 6.5 in 6 .29 lb 4.5 in
1 .10 lb 6.5 in
Please note that this is the layout of the data sheet and is not in the form used in the
database. It is this type of data that has forced the reinterpretation of the INDLNMT field.
There is no way of handling average weights in our prior data entry scheme. There is,
unfortunately, a lot of early data in this and similar formats. In some cases, the field data
sheets are lost and only the summary sheets remain. In other cases, data appear to have
been collected in summary form.
The database will represent the above Muench/Price data as:
SPC N WT(lb) TL(in) TLMAX(in) INDLNMT
ULL 0 79.4 7 16.9
ULL 4 9 ave
ULL 38 13.8 ave
ULL 3 16.8 ave
RDS 3 .02 2.7 3.5 ave 3.1in
RVC 0 4.0 6.5 half
RVC 6 .29 4.5 ave half
RVC 1 .10 6.5 ave half
The records with n=0 are necessary because the TL-TLMAX range contains additional
information and because there is one group weight that can't be distributed over the three
length ranges. "ave" indicates that TL is an average value. In the case of the Redfin shiner,
"ave" just explains the 3.1 in, because the specified TLMAX fixes the length range. It is
clear from the date (half-inch was standard in 1967) and the half-inch intervals in the
lengths that the Price data must all be "half."
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Notations Used in the Habitat Table
Fields containing only a number or text present no data entry problems. But some fields
require multiple values, or units, or mixed numbers and text. This section addresses these
complex fields. All complex fields are specified "A" in the data structure documentation.
VELOCITY, for example, is in units of ft/sec, but may also be given as "slow." The
velocity units need not be given (but can be) because the field description states the units.
Any velocities in English should also be placed in the VELOCITY field. "None" should be
converted to 0, of course.
All data should be put into the associated field if possible. If there is insufficient room, put
an asterisk in the affected field, and continue into HABITATI, HABITAT2, and/or
HABITAT3 . An entry may be abbreviated, provided the abbreviation is obvious.
Spaces may be used in a complex field to improve readability. Numbers should be
separated by a space, a comma, a unit abbreviation, or some combination of these. If
several values are included from multiple transects, the values should be separated by
semicolons. Both upper and lower case letters may be used and will be treated by programs
as equivalent. If all the numbers are in the same units, the unit abbreviation need be used
only once at the end of the field.
The bank/shore/riparian fields often contain data for the left and right side. Such data should
be entered left,right and unit, e.g.,
20,30%
If a value is missing in an otherwise filled-out stream side, enter 0. A number of inputs
other than the above will be accepted, but should be avoided in new data entry. Examples,
separated by vertical bars, are 20%30% 1 20%,30% 1 20% 30%1 20 30% 1 20,30 % 120 30
% I etc. These need not be corrected in data already entered, but should be avoided in the
future.
In cases where two measurements in several units arc in the datasheet, both should be
entered with unit abrcviation and a separating comma or space, for example
100f 10%
100f,10%
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Here again, many forms will be accepted, but the above two are preferred for all new data
entry. The spaced form is the most readable.
Ranges of values may be entered with a dash, e.g., 20-30f.
AQUAVEG is one of the most complex fields. It can contain such varied data as
2/3 2 on a scale of 0 through 3.
20% 20%
30f 30 square feet
3a 3 acres
p present
If it isn't obvious from context, fs may be used to distinguish feet squared from feet.
The units for turbidity may be spelled out, but only the first letter will be used to determine
the units during calculations.
The notations specified here should not be modified or extended without clearing the
changes with the programmer responsible for parsing the notations. The form of the data
must be suitable for input to a computer program which will put the columns into
commensurate units. The form must also be appropriate for investigating the variety of data
in each field.
Verification
The fish table data entry form and the verification printout show the LeCren condition, Kn.
On the printout, Kn isn't shown if it lies between 0.5 and 2. One may thus glance down the
Kn column and easily pick out any length-weight pair that needs checking against the data
sheet. On the data entry form, a questionable Kn is shown on a red field.
Kn tends to vary more for small fish, so a Kn of 3 or 0.3 may not be wrong for one small
fish, but would be suspect for any series of fish. If Kn is often 0.5 or less for records with
2 or more fish, it is likely that the data sheet shows average weight. Total weight must be
entered into the database. If the Kn is huge or small, check that you are entering data in the
correct units. The A and B parameters included with the data entry program are still being
fine-tuned for the DOC streams data. If a parameter is suspect, it should be reported to one
of the authors of this report.
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When you select a verification printout from the data entry menu, one option is to print out
all data with a particular ID. The entire database is searched for records with the chosen ID.
'With a large database the machine may therefore appear to be doing nothing for some
seconds. If you enter B (for bad) for the ID, you will get all records that have a
questionable Kn in the entire database. If you just press Enter, you will make verification
printouts for the entire database. A sample verification page is included as Figure B-1. Note
that the usually empty INDLNMT, DISEASE, and REMARK columns are concantenated.
This is done to fit all three fields onto the page in most cases.
Habitat Abbreviations and Codes
The following were introduced and compiled by Jeff Stone:
COLOR br
gr
Brown
Green
br-gr
it br
Brown-green
Light brown
Clear
Mostly clear
Sunny
Mostly sunny
Hazy
cy Cloudy
pcy Partly cloudy
mcy Mostly cloudy
oc Overcast
rn Rain
It rn Light rain
UMRCC MC
SC
SCB
L
SL
TW
Main channel
Main channel corder
Side channel
Side channel border
Lake
Slough
Tailwater
HARD 0 to 3. 3 is the maximum hard cover rating (INHS data only).The COLOR codes
above are introduced only for compactness. Much additional data in COLOR was not
coded. There is no need for now to correct the earlier data. The same is true for SKY and
UMRCC. Entering all remaining data is of higher priority than such cleanup.
The remainder of the codes and abbreviations are from IDOC Form 05/11/92 Stream
Methods and Habitat Assessment Form. They should not be applied to older data, which
should be entered as recorded.
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PRECIP 0 None
1 Trace
2 0.1-0.5 inches
3 >0.5 inches
(all these are for the last 24 hours)
If exact inches of rain is given,
enter the inches, not this code.
CBOULDER, UNDERCUT, LEDGE, ROOTS, 0 None
BRUSH, LOG, AQUAVEG, and TERREVEG. 1 Scarce
2 Common
3 Abundant
SUBMERGED, FLOATING, and EMERGENT 0 None
1 Slight
2 Moderate
3 Heavy
CANOPY 0
1
2
3
4
None
Sparse (1-25%)
Moderate (25-50%)
Dense (51-75%)
Full (76-100%)
LIVESTOCK 0 Potential access
1 Access or use noticed
2 No access.
CHANMOD 0 None
1 Dredging
2 New channelization
3 Mining
4 Leveed
5 Other
6 Old channelization
7 Bank stabilization
HYDROCON 0 None
1 Dams , man-made
2 Beaver dams
3 Dams, natural
4 Bridge abutments
5 Other
6 Culvert
7 Wing dams
8 Sand/gravel bar
LEVEL There are numeric codes for stream stage and trend on some datasheets,
but we have been entering these in words.
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ID-2 1ES 7/29/87 DKKC-02 East Panther Creek
30 minutes. Woodford County.
Record Kn N Millimeter Gram Inch Pound Min IndlnmtjDiseaselRemark
BLD Blackside darter
26 1 77 4.7 3.03 .010
1 4.7 .010
BLS Bluntnose minnow
27 2.9 7 10-20 .4 .39-.78 .001
28 10 20-25 .9 .79-.98 .002
29 27 25-30 4.3 .98-1.18 .009
30 30 30-40 9.0 1.18-1.57 .020
31 8 40-50 7.8 1.57-1.96 .017
32 40 50-60 56.2 1.97-2.36 .124
33 17 60-70 40.9 2.36-2.75 .090
34 4 70-80 15.3 2.76-3.15 .034 70 74 74 7513 Blackspot
143 134.8 .297
BMS Bigmouth shiner
35 1 28 .1 1.1 .000
36 9 30-40 3.7 1.18-1.57 .008
37 32 40-50 23.8 1.57-1.96 .052
38 19 50-60 27.9 1.97-2.36 .062
39 55 60-70 117.8 2.36-2.75 .260
40 2 70-80 5.0 2.76-3.15 .011 71 73
118 178.4 .393
Figure B-1. Sample of verification printer output
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Appendix C. FISHTAB Manual
Introduction
The DOS-executable program, FISHTAB.EXE, is the primary tool for calculating basic
fisheries statistics, creating summary tables, and exporting text files of aggregated data
from the Streams database. First developed as the program TABLEOUT.EXE for use with
the STATE FAS lake fisheries database (Sobaski and Bayley, 1993), FISHTAB has been
modified to accept input data from either the Paradox lake (STATE FAS) or stream
(Streams) fisheries databases. This input is in the form of an ASCII text file exported from
Paradox, containing user-selected samples of fish data.
FISHTAB has been written to serve as a comprehensive program, incorporating the tabular
output programs developed for the fisheries data of Apple HIe/General Manager, DOC9
lakes databases, under F-46-R and F-69-R (Bayley etal., 1990). The current, beta version
of FISHTAB, described here, is designed to analyze individual fish samples. When data"
from a number of samples are exported to FISHTAB, summaries may be created to
compare fisheries statistics for a group of sites (either lakes or stream sampling stations)
from a selected year or for a series of years from a single sampling site. The program is
also being expanded in the near future to create comparisons of groups of samples on the
basis of user-defined watershed areas.
FISHTAB consists of five output modules:
1. Length-frequency table and condition index table.
2. Catch per unit effort (CPUE) tables.
3. Species presence table.
4. Stock index table.
5. General output table.
The first four modules remain basically unchanged from the TABLEOUT versions
described by Sobaski and Bayley (1993). The reports generated by these modules, as
previously stated in the discussion of F-120-R, Job 101.3, are as follows:
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Length-frequency/Condition creates individual species summaries of total abundance,
mean weight, and average condition by relative weight (Wr) and LeCren's (Kn) condition
indices broken down by fish length intervals as chosen or defined by the user. Length
Frequency/Condition tables may be created for as many fish species as are included in the
data set being analyzed. The analyses within this and the other FISHTAB modules are
organized to report on (a) a series of years for a single stream site or (b) multiple sites for a
single year. The 95% confidence interval of each mean condition index is also reported.
Catch Per Unit Effort (CPUE) produces three sets of tables summarizing data on
catch and effort. Catch is summarized by species, subdivided into evenly sized or user-
defined length intervals, and separately reported in terms of numbers and weight of fish
collected. Length and weight are displayed in metric and English units. The first set of
tables displays CPUE for each run of a given sample. The second set of tables reports
mean CPUE by collection method or gear. The final tables display a single, total CPUE for
each species, by collection method, across all selected length intervals, for a given
sampling event. The unit of effort used for calculating CPUE varies with gear/collection
method and is exported from the Streams database in Paradox.
Species Presence examines the entire data set and generates a species list, accompanied
by the total frequency of each species collected, for each sample ID (i.e. site and collection
date). This module is typically the first one selected in exploratory data analysis and is very
useful in determining which species in a given data set deserve detailed analysis.
Stock Index calculates the proportional stock density (PSD), young-to-adult ratio
(YAR), and up to three relative stock density (RSD) indices for individual species.
Whenever available, minimum values for species stock and quality sizes have been
integrated into the program and are used automatically in calculating PSD. For species
lacking these values in FISHTAB, lengths for stock and quality size are input by the user.
General Output is a new module developed to create a summary of CPUE, PSD, and
condition index values for a single species and user-chosen size range and collection
method (gear or gears) for all stream fish collections (unique site-date combinations) being
analyzed.
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The formulae used for these tables are described in Bayley and Austen (1987). Output
tables from each module are screen displayed by default; however, each may also be
printed or saved as a DOS text file. All results are given in metric and English units
wherever appropriate.
FISHTAB has been developed as a DOS stand-alone analysis program using the
programming language C (Watcom C/C++32 Optimizing Compiler and Tools, v 9.5,
Watcom International Corp., Waterloo, Ont.). There are several advantages to this
approach. First, by developing this program in a standard programming language, rather
than in PAL (Paradox Application Language), the need to have the data resident in a
Paradox database is avoided. Fisheries data from other sources can be analyzed by
FISHTAB as long as they reside in a DOS text file and in the structure required by the
program. Besides this added flexibility, development in C will eliminate the need and
expense of rewriting FISHTAB, if an alternative database package is chosen to store
sample data in the future. if Paradox ever undergoes a major revision or if the Streams
database is transferred to a different relational database package. Finally, coding in C
allows FISHTAB to be portable across different computer platforms. For instance,
FISHTAB has been successfully tested on a Macintosh.
Because the program is DOS based, FISHTAB has been designed to accept data input in
the form of an comma-delimited, ASCII text file. This format was chosen because nearly
all commercially available data-related software, such as all of the spreadsheet, database,
and statistical packages currently in use by IDOC, will easily export data in this manner.
The input file for FISHTAB is basically comprised of fish length frequency data. Each
record of this file should be unique for a specific combination of fish species and length
interval (either as a 1 mm or 1 cm size interval) - collection method - and collection event
(stream site and date). Ideally, these length frequency data are also accompanied by an
estimate of the total biomass of the fish tallied in the record, the average condition of these
fish (measured by Kn and Wr) the variability of these averages (given by the sum of
squares of the condition index value of individually weighed fish), and the estimated total
abundance of fish of this species/length interval after the sampled total frequency is
corrected for sampling method.
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For FISHTAB to run successfully with Streams or STATE-FAS/Lakes fisheries data, the
data input file must meet two criteria. First, all fish length frequency data passed into
FISHTAB must match the format given in Table A3-1, except where fields pertain to lakes
data only. For Streams data the number of fields required for each record is less than that
for STATE-FAS lakes data. FISHTAB automatically identifies a file as Streams or Lakes
data based on its structure and the contents of the gear field, and reads in data accordingly.
FISHTAB will accept records with incomplete data as long as each missing value (with the
exception of the last field, WRSQ) is accounted for by a comma delimiter (e.g.
2," 1ES" ,1987, "BLD" ,"M" ,77,1,1,,4.71,1,,,, ). The second requirement is that the data
file exported from Paradox must be a comma-delimited, ASCII text file. Currently, this file
must presently be named INPUT.TXT. However, FISHTAB is presently being updated
to accept input from any data file, as long as it has the appropriate data fields and structure.
INPUT.TXT will continue to be the default file that FISHTAB will look to read data from
if an alternative text file name is not given at the start of the program. As you read on in this
appendix, discussion of INPUT.TXT will be applicable for an data file exported from
Paradox (e.g. CACHE.TXT or BLG.TXT) that you wish to analyze with FISHTAB.
The INPUT.TXT file for Streams data consists of records from the Streams data table
LFREQ. The general method of Paradox database querying is used to construct a
temporary ANSWER table, which can then be exported as an INPUT.TXT file. In
particular, the query process in Paradox main menu item "ASK" to used to set the selection
criteria for Streams fish data, such as defining the collection IDs (i.e. Stream sites and
years), species, and collection methods included in the data set. Although this process isn't
difficult within Paradox, it is critical that data are consistently exported in the correct
format. To insure this and to make the data selection/export procedure more user friendly, a
Paradox script will soon be available to automate the creation of INPUT.TXT. Finally,
while FISHTAB should be capable of analyzing a data file with numerous sites, years, and
fish species, the program will work most efficiently with discrete sets of data, such as
multiple years for a single site or multiple sites for a single year.
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Table C-1. Format of FISHTAB input file INPUT.TXT
INPUT.TXT is the comma-delimited, ASCII text file that FISHTAB reads to load data into
memory for analysis. FISHTAB requires each fish length frequency record to be organized
in the following manner. Streams database fields are listed in uppercase in the left column.
The middle column displays the Paradox field definition. "A#" = character data, #
characters long; "N" = numeric data; "S" = short integer data. The export of data for
SEASON and STATION fields (also denoted by an asterisk after the field name) is neither
required nor permitted for INPUT.TXT files of Streams data.
Fipld Name -ield Type Description
ID "N" Streams sample identification number (or IDOC
water number for lake fisheries data).
GEARS "A8" Collection method
YEAR "S" Year of collection.
SEASON "S" (STATE FAS - Lakes database season code).
STATION "S" (STATE FAS - Lakes station database number).
SPC "A3" FAS Fish species code.
CM "Al" Precision of fish length groupings (either C- 1
cm bins or M- 1 mm bins).
TL "N" Minimum millimeter length defining the size
interval of fish (e.g. 10 corresponds to a 10-19
mm group of fish)
NACT "N" Total number of fish from the sample measured at
a level of precision of 0.5 inches or better.
NTOT "N" Total frequency of all fish of the associated
species and size interval collected in the
sample.This number includes all fish tallied in NTOT plus
any individual fish recorded as part of a group count
whose lengths were subsequently estimated. (See Appendix
G for a detailed description of the estimation
methodology.)
ABUN "N" Estimated total frequency of fish calculated as
the total sample frequency (NTOT) corrected for
gear efficiency.
Continued......
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Fid Name Field Ty Description
WT "N" Total weight (g) of fish in the group. This is the
sum of all fish actually weighed plus the
estimated weight of any unweighed individuals. Estimated
weights are calculated using the power equation Log
Weight (g) = log a + b * log Total Length (nunm), where "a"
and "b" are species specific constants, calculated for
Illinois fish.
NWT "N" Number of individuals weighed.
KN "N" Mean LeCren's Condition Index, Kn.
KNSQ "N" Sum of Kn's of individual fish squared.
WR "N" Mean Standard Weight Condition Index, Wr.
WRSQ "N" Sum of individual fish Wr's squared.
Additional fields for effort, taken from the appropriate field of the METHOD table, as well
as the length and average width of stream sampled will also be included in the INPUT.TXT
file, in the near future, as part of the Paradox Streams data export routine.
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Program Operation
Note: All menu selections and answers to questions asked by FISHTAB must be entered
from the keyboard. Mouse input is not recognized by the program. Answers may be typed
either in upper or lower case. Incorrect entries will be trapped automatically by the
program. Illegal responses should simply cause the program to repeat the prompt for user
input, rather than cause FISHTAB to fail or end prematurely.
DATA INPUT
After you have selected a data set from the Streams database and saved it to the file
"INPUT.TXT", you can then run the analysis program, FISHTAB, on the data. When
exporting the INPUT table from Paradox the resultant INPUT.TXT file should be saved to
the same directory as FISHTAB.EXE, unless the path to FISHTAB.EXE is referenced in
your AUTOEXEC.BAT file.
To run FISHTAB, you should be working in DOS, rather than in MS-Windows. Use the
Tools/ToDos option of the Paradox main menu to temporarily exit to DOS in case you're
working within Paradox or use the "MS-DOS Prompt" option from the Main window, if
working within Windows. From the DOS command line, type:
C:\STREAMS> FISHTAB ASCII text file name <ENTER>
As FISHTAB begins, it attempts to read data from the ASCII text file that you have
specified. You may also start the program by just typing FISHTAB <ENTER>. Doing this
will cause FISHTAB to look for the default input data file, INPUT.TXT (output from
Paradox). As the data file is loaded into memory, you will see the following message
displayed:
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Depending on the speed of your PC and the size of the data file, this may occur quickly or
take as long as a minute or more to complete. For a PC with a 486 processor, running at 66
MHz, an INPUT.TXT file of 1173 records will load into memory in three seconds. For
slower machines, especially 286 or 386 PCs, the initial data upload will take longer.
During the upload process, the collection ID field of each Streams data record in the
INPUT.TXT file will automatically be interpreted and matched with the appropriate stream
name and site code, thereby making the export of these fields to INPUT.TXT unnecessary.
FISHTAB Main Menu
Once INPUT.TXT has been completely loaded into memory, you will see the main menu
of FISHTAB displayed. A list of seven options will appear, one for each output module
plus an option to open a DOS text file to store module output and the option to exit the
program. Enter the single letter corresponding to the output module that you wish to run,
either in UPPER or lower case and press <Return>. Only one option may be run at a time.
The menu display is:
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Main Menu
A) Length-frequency/Condition.
B) Catch Per Unit Effort.
C) Generate Species presence list.
D) Calculate Stock Indices.
E) General output table.
F) Divert printer output to a file.
X) Exit the program,
Your choice?
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Option F - Divert printer output to a file
This allows you to designate an ASCII text file for storing any tabular output created and
displayed within the five output modules. The contents of this file are records of summary
data from the tables, which can be imported by statistical, graphics, or word processing
programs. As such, the records are more complete than just a dump of the table screen
display. When selected, FISHTAB will ask you to enter a filename. The name must
comply with DOS standards (i.e. not greater than eight characters long, with an option
extension no more than three characters long). Once opened, output tables will be written to
this file whenever you chose the "Print table" option of any of the modules, rather than
being sent to your printer. Note that by default, when you choose to "Print the table" in any
of the modules, FISHTAB will send the output to your printer, until you select Option (F)
from the main program menu or one of the module menus.
If, while running FISHTAB, you wish to stop saving tables to the output file, select Option
(F) and press the <Enter> key. This redirects any further printing back to the default
destination of the printer. This may be done from the output menu of any of the modules or
from the FISHTAB main menu. Note that once you've chosen to stop diverting tabular
output to a file, the file is closed. FISHTAB cannot add additional output tables to those
already present in the file. If you choose to divert printer output to an already existing file,
FISHTAB will display a message WARNING that the file already exists. If you decide to
write to that filename, FISHTAB will proceed to overwrite the existing contents of the file.
If you wish to divert output to a file other than to the one currently open, select Option (F)
from any of the modules and enter the name of the new output file. This will automatically
close your current output file, saving it to the DOS directory in which you are currently
working, then creates the new output file. FISHTAB will automatically save any output file
that you're currently writing to, whenever you choose to exit the program.
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LENGTH-FREQUENCY/CONDITION INDEX Table
When you first enter the Length-frequency/Condition module, you will be asked to decide
how you wish to analyze your data set. Length-frequency/Condition, like most of the
modules of FISHTAB, organizes data analysis from the perspective of time series (multiple
years) for single sites or a series of sites for single years. This module will produce a table
summarizing total frequency, average weight, and the average Wr and Kn condition index
for each unique combination of species, stream site, and year, with species data divided
sequentially among length intervals chosen by the user.
OPTIONS MENU FOR LENGTH-FREQUENCY/CONDITION
After selecting Option (A) from FISHTAB's Main Menu you should see
menu:
the following
Select either A, B, or X and press <Enter>. If either A or B are chosen, the program will
make a few short internal calculations on the input data set and then proceed. If your input
file (e.g. INPUT.TXT) has data from only one sampling event (i.e. one site for one year)
then either A or B may be selected. Read the following sections, describing Options (A)
and (B), to see how FISHTAB will proceed.
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Length/Frequency Menu.
How are the data to be analyzed?
A) Multiple YEARS for ONE site/drainage.
B) Multiple SITES/DRAINAGES for ONE year.
X) Exit Length/Frequency program.
Your choice?
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A) Multiple YEARS for ONE site/drainage
This option is used to analyze data from a single body of water (i.e stream site or lake) for
all years present within the input data set. After selecting this option, FISHTAB searches
the data of INPUT.TXT and displays the site name from the first collection i.d. that it
encounters. It then asks you if you wish to analyze data from this site. The screen message
will appear similar to:
Answer "Y" or "N" and press <ENTER>. You will then be asked to confirm your choice.
Again answer either "Y" or "N" and press <ENTER>. If you are using the CPUE
program, you will then be asked if you want a particular year. Answer either "y" or "n".
After each year selection, the program proceeds to the SPECIES SELECTION routine.
This routine will give you the opportunity to produce separate Length-frequency/Condition
tables for every species collected at the site you've selected. Within each species table,
length-frequency/condition data from each year sampled will be displayed as a separate
section of the table. Results are displayed in chronological order. Once FISHTAB has
displayed the selection menu for each species taken at this site, you may continue in this
mode, following the steps for the next site in your data set. Alternatively, you may opt to
return to the main menu of the module. From there, you may exit back to the main
FISHTAB menu and select a different output module or exit the program altogether.
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Do you want this site/drainage (Y or N)? _
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B) Multiple SITES / DRAINAGES for ONE year
This option is used when you wish to analyze the data from some or all stream sites in your
data set for a single year. It operates in the same manner as just described for "Multiple
years for one site", the only difference being that this option will have you select a year.
FISHTAB then searches your INPUT.TXT file and display species data for all sites
collected in that year.
When you pick this option, FISHTAB will display the first year that it finds in your data
set. You will be given the option to analyze data for this year or to skip this year. Answer
"Y" or "N" and press <ENTER>. The menu display will have the following appearance:
If you choose to skip a year, FISHTAB proceeds by displaying the same menu for the next
year occurring within the data set. Analysis then proceeds to the SPECIES
SELECTION menu.
Like the previous option of "Multiple Years for ONE SITE/Drainage", after you've been
given the opportunity to analyze all species data for a selected year, you will be given the
option to repeat this series of steps to analyze the data of any other years present in the data
set currently in memory.
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SPECIES SELECTION
After you have decided how the data are to be analyzed, you will need to decide which
species to examine. Species are selected and processed one by one for each fish collection
being analyzed. FISHTAB will search through your data set for the site or year selected
and display a menu similar to the following:
Respond with A, B, or X as appropriate and press <ENTER>. If you choose Option (A)
FISHTAB will create a Length/frequency/Condition table for that species. Once the table is
completed (displayed and optionally printed to your printer or saved to a text file),
FISHTAB will return to this menu and display the code for the next species collected from
the chosen site or during the chosen year. FISHTAB will display each and every species
from your data set selection in this manner, following the order that they appear in your
data set. The sequential listing of species codes can be stopped at any time by choosing
Option (X). FISHTAB will exit the species selection routine and return to the main Length-
frequency/Condition menu.
Option (B) allows you to skip the creation of a Length frequency/Condition table for the
species currently displayed. The Length-frequency/Condition module will proceed by
displaying this species selection menu for the next species found present in the data set that
you've chosen to analyze. Note that skipping a species from one collection (single site or
single year analysis) will not cause that species to be eliminated from subsequent analyses
of other collections while in the Length-frequency/Condition module. If a skipped species
occurs in the samples of other single sites or years being analyzed, the option to create a
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Length frequency/Condition table for that species will be repeated when data of that
collection are examined.
Once you've chosen a species for analysis, you will now need to choose the length
groupings for that species. Proceed to CHOOSING LENGTH INTERVALS.
CHOOSING LENGTH INTERVALS
Now that you have decided how the data are to be analyzed and have selected a species to
examine for Length frequency/Condition, you need to choose or define the length intervals
to be used by FISHTAB for grouping individual fish of that species. You will see a menu
displayed providing the following options:
Choose the option that you want and press <ENTER>. You will then be asked to verify
your choice. Answer with "Y" or "N" and press <ENTER>. Each option is described
below.
Even intervals (Options A and B):
Choosing either option A or B will automatically generate a list summarizing data by evenly
spaced length intervals. After choosing either of these options, you will be prompted to
enter the minimum length (in millimeters) for the initial length interval (the smallest sized
fish) and asked to verify that this is the minimum length you wish to use. If Option (B) is
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How do you want the length intervals?
A. Even intervals of 1 cm.
B. Even intervals of > 1 cm.
C. Choose your own intervals.
D. Load a file of previously saved intervals.
Your choice?
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chosen, the program will first ask you for the size (in millimeters) defining the length
interval that you wish to use for all intervals (the default used in Option (A) is 10 mm).
Enter an integer value greater than 1. This represents the number of millimeters difference
in the groupings. For either option, the program automatically sets the largest interval size
displayed in tabular output as equal to 10 mm longer than the largest length for that species
found in the entire data set. FISHTAB automatically creates consecutive length intervals,
starting with the minimum length that you've entered, through the length interval with the
longest fish (e.g. 0-5 cm, 5-10, 10-15, 15-20, ....,95-100). All length intervals within this
size range will be sequentially displayed in the Length frequency table created by
FISHTAB, even if a length interval is without fish.
Choose your own intervals (Option C):
When you choose option C, you will be given the option to delineate your own length
criteria for grouping fish. You will first be prompted for an initial value and asked to
confirm that the entry is correct. If you reply "Y", FISHTAB will display a screen similar
to the one below:
Enter an integer that will represent the upper bound, in millimeters, of the first length
interval. This number must be larger than the lower bound displayed for the interval.
Continue this process until you have defined length intervals for the entire range of sizes
that you wish to include in the species analysis. The entry of an upper bound length must
be no greater than 9,999 mm.
Once you've entered the maximum length for the first interval, the "own intervals" menu
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will automatically display the minimum length of the next new length interval, setting it
equal to the upper size of the preceding interval. This will continue until you enter "F" for
the maximum length or until 15 intervals are defined. "F" signifies to FISHTAB that you
have entered the "F"inal length interval. If you make a mistake while entering the interval
definitions, enter "C" for the next interval's upper length. You then will be asked to
identify the length interval to be changed. Enter the number of the interval whose upper
length is in error, and press <ENTER>. The menu will delete all intervals beyond this
number (i.e. the intervals for longer fish) and ask you to enter a new upper bound for the
interval that you have chosen. You must then reenter the remaining length intervals.
When done, you will be asked to confirm the lengths that you have entered. If you wish to
change any of the intervals, enter the number of the first length interval that you wish to
change and continue as described above for error correction.
Load intervals from a file (Option D):
When you opt to load a file of previously saved intervals, you will be prompted for the
name of the file containing the intervals. You will also be asked to confirm that the filename
is correct. If FISHTAB fails to find the file, it will inform you and automatically switch to
the Choose your own intervals option, rather than exiting the interval definition
module. See the previous section for more directions.
Use the same intervals as before (Option E):
This option appears only after examining the first species. Choosing Option (E) allows you
to use the same set of length intervals and lower bound of the first interval that were just
used for the most recent Length-frequency/Condition table.
After length intervals have been selected and you confirm that the intervals are correct,
FISHTAB then gives you the option to save the interval definitions as an ASCII text file. If
you choose to save the file, you may enter any filename that is legal in DOS. By default,
the file will be saved to the last DOS directory that you were working in prior to running
FISHTAB.
An advantage of saving interval definitions to a file is that this will allow you to standardize
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the length intervals used for all analyses of a particular species. This also takes advantage
of the convenience of having FISHTAB load and use this set of length intervals whenever
Length-frequency/Condition or CPUE is run in the future for this or any other species that
you choose, thereby saving you the effort of retyping length interval definitions. NOTE:
You will not be given the option of saving your length groupings to a file if you've loaded
them from a file.
When you are finished selecting length intervals, your next step depends on the program
module that you're running. If you are using the Length-frequency/Condition module, you
will be sent directly to Display Of Length Frequency/Condition Index.
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DISPLAY OF LENGTH FREQUENCY/CONDITION INDEX TABLES
After length intervals have been selected, the program proceeds to summarize the data as
requested. The results are then displayed in tabular form. For the stream site, year, and
species currently selected, the entire set of length intervals that you have designated will be
displayed. Each length interval is accompanied by: the number of fish collected within the
size range; the average weight of these fish, in grams and pounds; the number of individual
fish weighed; and the mean condition factor index (as Wr and Kn) of weighed fish. The
table, when printed, should appear in this form:
SPECIES: ROB
LENGTH GROUP
LENGTH FREQUENCY/CONDITION INDEX
DKKC-02 East Panther Creek
TOTAL MEAN WEIGHT NO. MEAN CONDITION
MM INCHES L-FREQ GRAMS LBS WEIGHED WR (95%) KN (95%)
1987:
10
20
30
40
50
60
70
80
90
100
110
120
130
140
150
160
170
180
0.0
0.4
0.8
1.2
1.6
2.0
2.4
2.8
3.1
3.5
3.9
4.3
4.7
5.1
5.5
5.9
6.3
6.7
0.4
0.8
1.2
1.6
2.0
2.4
2.8
3.1
3.5
3.9
4.3
4.7
5.1
5.5
5.9
6.3
6.7
7.1
0
0
0
2
0
0
1
4
1
1
2
1
0
2
0
0
0
1
0.7
5.9
7.8
11.9
16.0
16.0
0.0
38.0
84.0
0.00
0.01
0.02
0.03
0.04
0.04
0.00
0.08
0.19
100.8
118.0
91.9
114.4
104.3
82.2
78.5
85.3
- .
( 68)
( 6)
( 81)
0.7
0.9
0.7
0.9
0.8
0.6
0.6
0.6
180 - 190 7.1 - 7.5 0
190 - 200 7.5 - 7.9 0
TOTALS: 15
- - 0
- - 0
14
The number in parentheses under the Mean Condition (95%) column is the 95% confidence
limit of the mean condition value displayed immediately to the left. Adding or subtracting this
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number from its associated mean Wr or Kn value will give you the 95% upper and lower
confidence limits for the mean.
The Length frequency/Condition table usually has to be previewed to the screen in several
parts, because displays are limited to only nine length intervals at a time. For instance, in the
previous Rock Bass example for East Panther Creek, the table would be shown over three
screen displays with the screen previews divided at the point where blanks rows (artificially
added to the example) have been inserted in the body of the table. For tables spanning several
screen displays, press the <ENTER> key to proceed to the next screen preview.
When all data for the chosen species have been displayed, you will be presented with three
options: (A) PRINT this table, (B) Proceed to the next species, or (C) See this table again. If
you choose A, and you are not diverting this output to a file, a printout of the table will be
created. Make sure the printer is connected and turned "ON" prior to using this option. If you
choose B, you will return to the SPECIES SELECTION menu of Length-
frequency/Condition (see the previous discussion for more details). If you choose C, this table
will be displayed again starting with the first set of length intervals (with the same set of three
options presented at the conclusion of the data display).
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CPUE TABLES
Option B. of the FISHTAB Main Menu, Catch Per Unit Effort, is designed to generate a
series of tables summarizing catch as numbers and as weight of fish for individual species for
selected sets of fish sample IDs. The measure of effort is dependent upon the collection
method. Sampling by electrofishing (such as electric seine, boat electroshocking, and backpack
shocking) is reported in catch per hour. Standard seining is reported as catch per haul, while the
catch by passive gears such as gill nets and trammel nets are as reported number or weight per
night set. Catch by rotenone is expressed on a per area sampled basis. The catch values on
which CPUE bases its analyses, found in fields NTOT and WT (Table C-1), are scaled for
these effort units prior to being exported from Paradox to the INPUT.TXT file.
Like the Length-frequency/Condition module, CPUE has been written to organize data analyses
from either a temporal (multiple years for a chosen sites) or a spatial (multiple sites for a chosen
year) perspective. For each sample ID (site and date) included in an analysis, you select the
species to be analyzed and the length intervals for each species, using the same steps as for
Length-frequency/Condition. Calculations are made in a manner similar to those described in
Bayley, et al. (1990). However, an important difference between this program and early
versions written for analyzing lake fisheries data on the Apple IIe is that CPUE data are log-
transformed for analysis. Means and upper and lower confidence limits are then converted back
to original units for display. This statistical procedure is more appropriate method for analyzing
positively skewed data distributions, which are the norm for this type of data. This approach
also prevents confidence intervals from including nonsensical negative data.
At the time of the initial distribution of this report, the CPUE module is continuing to undergo
revision, especially to the adaptation of its calculation routines for the various gears and
methods used in collecting stream fishes. Revision are also being made to permit the
comparative analysis of data on the scale of user-defined drainage basins. However, in order to
provide an approximation of how the CPUE tabular output will appear when this module is
fully functional, examples are given in the following pages using Illinois lake fisheries data.
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CPUE Main Menu
Upon choosing the CPUE option of the main menu of FISHTAB, an option menu similar to the
main menu of the Length-frequency/Condition menu will be displayed:
Answer with either A, B, or X. The module then proceeds through a series of selection options
for years, stream sites (or vice-versa), individual species, and length interval definition in an
identical fashion to Length-frequency/Condition (see the appropriate sections within the
previous discussion of Length-frequency/Condition for a detailed description).
After you select each species for CPUE analysis and decide how to group its data into length
intervals, the CPUE module will give you the option of displaying all three types of CPUE
tables for that species or just the third table: the general summary of total CPUE by gear and
species for all selected species of the sample. All three types of CPUE table are discussed in the
following section. Answer "Y" if you only wish to see this species CPUE estimates listed in
the last CPUE table. This defers the display of the CPUE summary for this species until you
have selected all other species of interest from the stream sample being analyzed. When this
option is chosen the CPUE module proceeds by asking if you wish to analyze the next species
in the sample (if there is another to examine). If you opt to display all of the CPUE tables for a
selected species, the module will proceed by displaying the first two series of CPUE tables for
the selected species, before asking you to select a new species from the sample. That species
will then also be included in the last CPUE summary table (the third type) for that sample.
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CPUE Menu
How are the data to be analyzed?
A) Multiple YEARS for ONE site/drainage.
B) Multiple SITES/DRAINAGES for ONE year.
X) Exit the program.
Your choice?
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Display of CPUE Data
CPUE data are displayed in a series of three distinct table types. Each table type is displayed
first as the NUMBER of fish caught, then as the WEIGHT of fish caught per unit of effort.
Each table series is announced with a title screen stating which species, year, site, and gear type
are to be displayed. Each table series offers the following set of options:
D) Display this table
S) Skip this table
E) Return to main menu.
Enter the appropriate letter for your choice.
The three CPUE table series are:
Type 1 - CPUE for a single species, site, year, and gear subdivided by length
interval and sample run.
The first table type displays the most detailed breakdown of CPUE for a chosen sample. A pair
of tables displaying CPUE by number and by weight are created for each species selected for
analysis (by sample run for each designated species length interval) for each gear, year, and
stream site selected. An example of an analysis of largemouth bass data from Charleston Side
Channel Lake, collected during three boat electroshocking runs in 1980 is:
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CATCH PER UNIT EFFORT TABLE
SPECIES: LMB YEAR: 1980 WATER: CHARLESTON SIDE CHANNEL LAKE GEAR: E
CATCH PER HOUR (NUMBER) BY SAMPLE AND STATION
MM # OF FISH CAUGHT GIVEN BELOW EACH SAMPLE
(INCHES) 1-E1 1-E2 1-E3 MEAN {95% Cl}
30- 40 1 0 0 0.26 0.00-2.41
(12- 1.6) 1 0 0
40- 50 9 0 0 1.15 0.00-57.57
(1.6- 2.0) 9 0 0
50- 60 7 11 0 3.58 0.00-124.63
(2.0-2.4) 7 11 0
Press ENTER to continue
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The "MEAN" column is the average number (or weight) of species for that particular length
interval. "(95% CI}" displays the estimated 95% confidence range around this value. Length
intervals are displayed in millimeters, with the corresponding English measure, inches, given
directly beneath each millimeter range.
The CPUE by weight table displays catch as biomass (kg)/unit effort in place of the number of
fish. Directly beneath the KG/unit effort, the English equivalent in pounds is given in
parentheses. Finally the 95% confidence range for the CPUE estimate is given in metric (no
parentheses) and in English (in parentheses directly below the metric range).
Type 2 - CPUE for a single species, site, and year summarized by method and
by species length interval.
The second CPUE table type creates a series of tables of the overall mean CPUE (and 95% CI)
for all runs of each gear type selected, for a chosen species at each length interval. Each mean
CPUE is identical to the value in the "MEAN" column of the first table type.
The range of 95% confidence limits for each mean CPUE is displayed directly beneath the
CPUE value. The confidence range is typically wide because only three sampling runs, some
with zero catches, were analyzed here. The number of samples included in the calculation of the
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CATCH (NUMBERS) PER UNIT EFFORT SUMMARY TABLE BY GEAR
SPECIES: LMB YEAR: 1980 WATER: CHARLESTON SIDE CHANNEL LAKE
E
MM CPUE [N]
(INCHES) 95% Cl
40- 50 1.15 [3]
(1.6 - 2.0) 0.00 - 57.57
50- 60 3.58[3]
(2.0 - 2.4) 0.00 - 124.63
60- 70 4.19[3]
(2.4 - 2.8) 0.00 - 314.00
70- 80 4.01[3]
(2.8 -3.1) 0.00 -166.95
Press ENTER to continue
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overall mean CPUE per gear is given in brackets with the CPUE value (e.g. [3]). A similar
table for CPUE by weight is created with the English equivalent CPUE given in parentheses
beneath the corresponding metric CPUE. The 95% confidence range is also listed in metric,
then English, in parentheses, directly beneath the CPUE as pounds/unit effort value. An
example of this format is presented in the description of the final type of CPUE table, the
summary CPUE table where overall CPUE by gear is displayed for all selected species, across
all length intervals and averaged across all runs.
Type 3 - CPUE for a single site and year summarized by method and totaled
across length intervals for each selected species.
The third table type displays a series of tables of the mean CPUE and 95% confidence ranges
for all selected samples for each gear and species by year and water (stream site or lake). An
example of the last summary CPUE table created from a data set of 1986 Clinton Lake data is
shown below. In this example only bluegill and white crappie were selected for CPUE
analysis. "E" is the lake database gear code for boat electrofishing, while "S" is the gear code
for minnow seine.
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CATCH PER UNIT EFFORT FINAL SUMMARY TABLE
UNITS AS NUMBER OF FISH PER HOUR, SET OR HAUL
YEAR: 1986 WATER: CLINTON LAKE
E S
CPUE[N] CPUE [N]
SPECIES 95% CR 95% CR
BLG 139.04 [9] NA
86.30-216.18
WHC 26.14 9] NA
11.80 - 56.57
Press ENTER to continue
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The display of CPUE by weight for this data set follows the same format, with CPUE values
shown in metric (kg) and English (pounds) units:
In this example, minnow seining (GEAR = S) is included in the table, despite its not being used
to collect either bluegill or white crappie at Clinton Lake. Seining is included in this table
because it was one of the gears used in the collections being analyzed during this CPUE run.
Specifically, seining was used in addition to boat electroshocking during the previous year's
collection at Clinton Lake. In instances where a gear is used at some but not all sites during a
given year or during only some years at a given site, "NA " (not applicable) will be displayed
for the CPUE value whenever appropriate.
This third table type is only displayed after all first and second types of CPUE tables have been
shown for all species selected for a given water for a given year (unless you choose only to
view the final summary table, in which case all first and second CPUE table types will be
skipped).
After the last summary CPUE is displayed you will see a message stating that no further data
remain to be analyzed for the stream site or year that you've selected for CPUE evaluation. The
program then returns to the main CPUE menu.
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CATCH PER UNIT EFFORT FINAL SUMMARY TABLE
UNITS AS KILOGRAMS (LBS) FISH PER HOUR, SET OR HAUL
YEAR: 1986 WATER: CLINTON LAKE
E S
CPUE [N] CPUE (N]
SPECIES 95% CR 95% CR
BLG 4.73 [9] NA
(10.43)
2.90- 7.42
( 6.40 - 16.35 )
WHC 2.48 [9] NA(5.48)
1.23 - 4.44
(2.72 - 9.78 )
Press ENTER to continue
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SPECIES PRESENCE Table
When you choose Option C. Generate Species presence list from the Main Program
Menu, FISHTAB will search through the entire data set stored in memory and generate separate
species lists for each unique combination of stream site and year. As with the other modules,
species are listed by a three letter FAS species code (see Appendix E for the complete list of
FAS fish species codes). The Species Presence module also tallies the total number of
individuals of each species collected (the sample abundance) for all collections made at that site,
regardless of the method, for that year. This total species abundance is reported directly to the
right of the species code.
The Species Presence table is designed primarily as an exploratory tool, used for scanning the
data set and assisting you in making reasonable selections for analysis by the other program
modules. This is generally the first module that you should run when analyzing a new data set.
FISHTAB will automatically produce a list for each sample ID included in the data set. This
differs from the other output modules, which require you to specify each site and year to
include in a report.
The output is organized by stream site and year of sampling, with species codes listed in their
order of occurrence within the INPUT.TXT file. Sites are also reported in their order of
occurrence within the INPUT.TXT file.Species lists are created for each year collected, with
collections being listed sequentially for a given site, before reporting on a different site.
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An example of a Species Presence table for a single stream collection is given below:
SPECIES PRESENCE TABLE FOR DKK-C02
BLD 1 BLS 143 BMS
CRC 128 GOR 1 GSF
MIN 5 RDS 5 RES
SAS 161 SMB 1 STC
WHS 9 YEB 8
East Panther Creek
118 CAR 3
6 HOC 31
41 ROB 14
1 STS 192
YEAR: 1987
COS 170
JOD 5
RYS 2
SUM 13
A) View next table.
B) View back one table.
F) Divert printer output to file.
P) Print this table, then view next.
X) Exit to main menu.
Your choice?
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The program displays all the species caught at a given site and year with the total frequency of
the catch, one page at a time. A menu will appear at the end of each page, allowing you to
proceed with viewing the next species list (option A), redisplay a previous species list (option
B), direct the table currently displayed to an open file or to a printer (option E), or create a new
file to save output tables to or change the destination of output tables back to the printer (option
F). To return to the FISHTAB main menu, choose option X.
Note: You may also proceed with displaying the species list of the next collection in the data set
by pressing the <ENTER> key for "Your choice?".
If you select "Option F - Divert printer output to file", FISHTAB will respond by asking you to
enter a DOS filename or to press <ENTER> to cancel any further output from going to an open
output file. An example is shown below. Canceling will redirect the printing of tables back to
your printer (FISHTAB's default).
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SAS 161 SMB 1 STC 1 STS 192 SUM 13
WHS 9 YEB 8
A) View next table.
B) View back one table.
F) Divert printer output to file.
P) Print this table, then view next.
X) Exit to main menu.
Your choice? F
Type the filename or press Enter to cancel: SPPSUMM.TXT
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STOCK INDEX TABLE
The fourth output module of FISHTAB's main menu is Option D. Calculate PSD. This
module calculates the proportional stocking density (PSD), young-to-adult ratio (YAR), and up
to three relative stock densities (RSD) indices and displays these as a table for each species that
you select. Like the Length-frequency/Condition and CPUE modules, analyses examine the
data by year for a chosen site or by site for a chosen year.
Indices are calculated using the formulae described by Anderson and Gutreuter (1976).
Proposed maximum lengths for minimum stock and quality sizes for 23 species of fish
(Gabelhouse, 1984) have been encoded into FISHTAB and are used by default in calculating
PSD indices for these species. These values are listed in Table C-2. For all other species,
FISHTAB will require you to enter a value for stock size and quality size.
Stock Index Menu
Upon choosing the STOCK INDEX option of the main menu of FISHTAB, the main option
menu, functionally identical to the main menu of the Length-frequency/Condition menu, will be
displayed:
Answer by entering A, B, or X.
For Options (A) and (B) FISHTAB will read through your data set displaying the first year or
site id, respectively, that it has stored in memory. You'll then be asked to confirm whether or
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PSD Menu
How are the data to be analyzed?
A) Multiple YEARS for ONE site/drainage.
B) Multiple SITES/DRAINAGES for ONE year.
X) Return to Main Menu.
Your choice?
j
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not you wish to include this year or site among the collections to be analyzed. Once you have
selected a year or site, FISHTAB will then display a species selection menu. By default, each
species collected in that year or at that location will be displayed, thereby giving you the option
to calculate stocking indices for as many or as few species as you desire. An example of the
species selection menu is shown below:
If Option (B) is chosen, the menu is repeated for the next species in the data set matching the
year or site that you chose will be displayed. If Option (X) is selected, the program returns to
the main menu of the Stock Index Module, where you can select a new year or site to examine
or exit back to the main menu of FISHTAB.
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Next species is LMB
Do you want to:
A) Calculate PSD for this species.
B) Skip this species
X) Return to PSD Menu
Your choice?
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Calculating PSD, RSDs, and YAR for a selected species
If you choose Option (A), FISHTAB will check the species to see if Stock and Quality sizes are
already stored in the program. If not you will see the following first two questions displayed:
For each selected species FISHTAB will ask whether you wish to calculate RSD indices for
that species. If you respond with "Y" <ENTER>, FISHTAB proceeds by asking you to enter
the minimum length defining the quality stock. You may calculate up to three RSD indices. To
analyze the data for fewer than three indices, enter "0" and press <ENTER> for the length
defining the minimum size of the quality stock.
FISHTAB then checks to see if you care to calculate a Young-Adult Ratio for the chosen
species. If you wish to compute a YAR index, reply with "Y" <ENTER>. You will be
prompted for the size value.
The program will then perform the necessary calculations and display the requested data. You
are then given the option of printing this data or continuing on. If you've chosen to analyze the
data set for a single site, FISHTAB will calculate and display the indices that you've chosen for
each year that the species was collected at the site. For single year/multiple site analyses,
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Enter stock size for <Species code> (cm):
Enter quality size for <Species code> (cm):
Do you want RSD for <Species code> (Y or N) ? Y
Enter First RSD (in cm):
Enter Second RSD (in cm 0 to end):
Enter Third RSD (in cm 0 to end):
Do you want YAR for <Species code> (Y or N) ? Y
Enter YAR length (in cm):
ýr
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FISHTAB displays the chosen indices for the species for each site sampled for the selected
year. When analyzing the data set, all fish records are used, regardless of the sampling method
used.
An example of a Stock Index table for a single site/multiple year analysis is:
SMB: TOTAL N YAR (N) PSD (N)
1985:
144
154
RSD1 (N) RSD2 (N) RSD3 (N)
1 56 60 54 100 90 16 14 0 0
0 32 50 66 100 131 9 12 0 0
Do you want to:
A) Print this table
B) go to the next table
C) see this table again
Once the table is displayed you can sending the results to an open output file or to your printer
(A), return to the species selection menu where you can decide on the next species to
analyze/end this analysis (B), or redisplay the table (C), if it is more than one screen display in
size.
Once all of the species for a chosen year or chosen site have been displayed, the next year or
site in the data set will be displayed and you'll have the option to repeat the steps of selecting
species and producing other tables of stock indices. Once all remaining year or site data are
reviewed and/or analyzed, the program returns you to Stock Index main menu.
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1986:
----
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Table C-2. Minimum species stock and quality lengths used by FISHTAB in calculating
Proportional Stock Density (PSD).
Stock and quality sizes (in centimeters) for 23 fish species are presently encoded in FISHTAB.
These are used automatically whenever these species are analyzed by the Stock Index and
General Output modules. For any species not listed below, FISHTAB requires the user to enter
these lengths when running the Stock Index and General Output modules. Stock and quality
sizes are taken from Gabelhouse (1984).
Species Stock size Quality size
code cm in cm in
BGB 28 11 41 16
BLB 15 6 23 9
BLC 13 5 20 8
BLG 8 3 15 6
CAP 28 11 41 16
CCF 28 11 41 16
FCF 28 11 41 16
FRD 20 8 30 12
GSF 8 3 15 6
GZS 18 7 28 11
LMB 20 8 30 12
NOP 35 14 53 21
RSF 10 4 18 7
SAR 20 8 30 12
SBH 20 8 30 12
SMB 18 7 28 11
STB 30 12 51 20
WAE 25 10 38 15
WHB 15 6 23 9
WHC 13 5 20 8
YEB 13 5 20 8
YEP 13 5 20 8
YLB 10 4 18 7
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General Output Table
The final output module listed in the main menu of FISHTAB, and described in this Appendix
is Option E. General output table. General output is the most recent module developed
for FISHTAB and serves to summarize standard fisheries statistics: CPUE, Proportional
Stocking Density (PSD), and average fish condition for a selected species. You also have the
option to specify the range of fish sizes to include in the summary and which samples (based on
sampling gear) to analyze.
Selection of data for the general output table
When choosing this option, you are asked to identify the species to be analyzed. Enter the FAS
fish species code desired and verify that your entry is correct:
Next, FISHTAB will prompt you to define the range of fish sizes to include in the analysis.
Enter the minimum and maximum length limits in millimeters and confirm the sizes by entering
"Y" or "N" and pressing <ENTER>:
Responding with "N" with cause FISHTAB to redisplay the requests for lower and upper size
limits.
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Enter lower length limit ( mm):
Enter the upper length limit ( mm):___
Are these correct?
^___________________________ ____
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Once the species and range of sizes has been entered, FISHTAB asks you several questions
pertaining to the calculation of Catch Per Unit Effort. Choose how you wish CPUE to be
expressed (either as number or as weight of fish caught) and which single collection
method/gear is to be used as the source of the species data to be analyzed:
Then you select the condition index (Wr or Kn) desired.
Finally you need to select which samples to analyze and, if necessary, the sizes used to calculate
a PSD index. You need to specify a single collection method. Alternately, you may enter "ALL"
to pool the data from all gears for calculating PSD. Then enter the minimum stock and quality
sizes (in cm) if the species is not listed in Table C-2.
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Do you want
A) Number of fish caught
B) WEIGHT of fish caught
to be displayed?__
Is this correct?
Enter gear code for CPUE calculations:
Is this correct? (Y or N)__
Do you want
A) Wr
B) Kn
to be shown?
Is this correct? (Y or N)L. J
10' 1%
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General Output Table calculation
FISHTAB then searches through the entire data set and finds samples that match the criteria
selected. A table or series of tables is then produced, one for each site. If multiple years of data
exist for a site, each year is summarized and displayed as a separate line in that site's general
output table. For each site and year the mean CPUE is displayed accompanied by the lower and
upper 95% confidence limit, the PSD index, and the mean condition index with 95%
confidence limits for the selected species.
The general output table of each site is individually previewed to the monitor. Pressing the
<ENTER> key allows you to proceed with viewing the next site's summary table. Once the
final site's table has been displayed you will be given the option to send the tables to an open
output file, or to a printer, or to review the series of tables from the very beginning, or return to
the Main Menu of FISHTAB.
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Enter gear code for PSD & condition calculations
(enter "ALL" to pool all the gears:
Is this correct? (Y or N)
Enter stock size for <Species code> (cm):
Enter quality size for <Species code> (cm):
Are these correct?
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The following example is drawn from STATE FAS lakes data run on a data set containing 1985
and 1986 data from Clinton Lake and 1985 data from Charleston Side Channel Lake. The
general output table was constructed for largemouth bass (LMB), size range of 0-450 mm,
expressing CPUE for boat electroshocking (E) in terms of number of fish caught. PSD and Kn
indices are based on LMB collected by all gears. Since Clinton Lake data appeared in the
INPUT.TXT file first, this is the first body of water with a general output file displayed by
FISHTAB. Both years of Clinton Lake data are displayed prior to proceeding to the summary
of the next body of water, Charleston Side Channel Lake. The Charleston data table was
displayed in a separate screen preview, although it's shown here on the same page as the
Clinton data for convenience. Since LMB data from Charleston Side Channel were omitted
when data were exported to INPUT.TXT, FISHTAB displays a "0" for CPUE and "NA" for
the remaining fields.
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LMB 0 - 450mm
CPUE - E PSD & Kn - ALL
CPUE CONDITION
Water Year No. 95% low 95% up. PSD No. 95% low 95% up.
CLINTON LAKE 1985 14 9 20 60 1.06 1.05 1.07
CLINTON LAKE 1986 15 10 24 50 1.06 1.06 1.07
Press ENTER to continue
LMB 0 - 450mm
CPUE - E PSD & Kn - ALL
CPUE CONDITION
Water Year No. 95% bw 95% up. PSD No. 95% low 95% up.
CHARLESTON S 1985 0 NA NA NA NA NA NA
Do you want to:
A) PRINT this table
B) return to main menu
C) see this table again
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Appendix D. Species Richness and IBI Manual
The IBI (Index of Biotic Integrity) algorithm used is based on the Biological Stream
Characterization (BSC) report by Hite and Bertrand (1989), which defines for Illinois
streams those portions of the IBI left imprecisely defined in Karr et al. (1986). Both IBI
and AIBI (Alternate IBI) are calculated. AIBI is the same as the IBI except the disease
metric score is replaced with the average of the other scores.
The program is the Paradox script IBl.SC, which may be started either from the script
menu or from the DOS command line with
paradox ibi
The program will ask you to select a database from the current directory. The Paradox table
IBI.DB must be in the current directory, along with the latest version of SPECIES.DB.
Species lists will be in phylogenetic order if SPECIES.DB has been sorted on the PHYLO
field. Selections may be made from the IBI main menu using the arrow keys, mouse, or
first letter of the selection. Pressing the Enter key confirms the selection. The menu
selections are
Next ID (Continue to the next ID)
Species abundance (View the species abundance table for the current ID)
Region/order (Select region and stream order for calculating IBI)
Print this ID (Print the table for the current ID) ..
ID select (Select a new starting ID)
Database select (Select a new database)
Output file (Select the file to which printouts will be appended)
Esc (Leave Paradox)
The region and stream order must be selected before IBI or AIBI can be calculated. A
separate IBI calculation is done for each gear-ID combination, with multiple passes or seine
hauls combined. In the event IBI can't be calculated, the program will display as many of
the metrics as it can. Figure D-1 shows the output obtained where IBI can be calculated.
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Technical details
The scoring criteria that are stream order- and region-dependent are kept in the table
IBI.DB, so that changes and additions can be made by IDOC without program changes
being required. The content of this table is taken from Table B-2 of the BSC report, with
field names corresponding clearly to the labeling of that table.
Field INTOL of the SPECIES table indicates intolerant species according to table B-3 of the
BSC report. Field DIET of the SPECIES table indicates the IBI trophic guild according to
table B-4 of the BSC report. DIET is encoded "O0", "I'", or "P" for omnivore, minnow
insectivore, or piscivore, respectively. The species group needed for species composition
counts is determined from the numbers in the PHYLO field. Hybrid species are identified
by "H" as the third letter of the species code, except for PAH (Paddlefish) and SKH
(Skipjack herring). Hybrids are ignored when counting species.
Codes that include several species, such as "SUN" for unidentified sunfish, are included in
the species list but are not used to calculate species richness or composition.
The BSC report uses Effort for the metric indicating the number of individuals in the
sample. In table B-1 of the BSC report, scoring criteria are listed by stream order and gear.
Gears supported are rotenone, minnow seining, and electrofishing. Rotenone Effort is the
number of 0.1 surface acres sampled. Acres can be determined if the HABITAT table
contains data in either the AREA field or in the WIDTH-AVE and LENGTH fields. Seine
Effort is the number of 50 foot seine hauls. It is assumed that HAULTOT in the METHOD
table contains the number of such hauls. Electrofishing Effort is the number of hours
sampled, and uses the PERIOD field of the METHOD table. All of the gear-related scoring
information in table B-1 is incorporated in the code because it is too little information to
justify a separate table. If it isn't possible to compute CPUE, no IBI can or will be
calculated. Also, if IBI's are calculated for different methods using CPUE, they are not
comparable.
The IBI metric for "proportion of individuals with disease, tumors, fin damage, and
skeletal abnormalities" excludes Neascus, at the request of IDOC. The disease exclusion
list is in procedure "sick" of the program, and can easily be changed as required. Because
of the large number of formats in the DISEASE field of the FISH table, a very tolerant
parser is incorporated into the program. The parser 1) ignores spaces, 2) accepts a disease
count either before or after the disease name, 3) assumes a count of 1 if no count is given
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but a disease is named, 4) accepts more than one disease without counts if separated by
commas, and 5) accepts more than one disease with counts (no comma separator should be
used in this case). In cases where more than one disease is assigned to a record, the
numbers of each are added. There is no way to tell if the two diseases were on the same or
different fish, unfortunately, and different fish seemed a somewhat better assumption.
Little error can result from this in any case, because the second disease is usually Neascus,
which is ignored.
Suggested improvements
The electrofishing scoring criteria were developed before the electric seine had seen much
use, and so were determined without the electric seine data. Rather than determining new
scores for the electric seine, it might be better to use calibrated abundance.
Stream order should be obtained automatically from the ORDER field of the HABITAT
table. Unfortunately, stream order was almost never included in the data sheets that were
entered into the HABITAT table. This lack of data can be remedied by using ISIS (Illinois
Streams Information System) stream order data, but a certain amount of new work will be
required. Both ISIS number and river mile are needed, in general, to find the order from
ISIS table ORDER, and IDOC does not have a complete set of river miles for all sampling
stations. The ISIS number can be looked up in ISIS for all stations that have IEPA station
codes. Serious consideration should be given to extending the ISIS tables to include all
sampling sites and all river miles for those sites. This would make IBI calculations more
convenient and also permit access to other geographic information pertinent to the sites.
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ID 5 GEAR 1ES 27-Jul-87 DKE-01 Little Mackinaw River
INDEX OF BIOTIC INTEGRITY METRICS
24 fish species
2 darter species
1 sunfish species
4 sucker species
6 intolerant species
0. % green sunfish
24. % omnivores
29. % insectivorous minnows
0. % piscivores
1859 individuals in sample
2789 individuals per hour
0 % hybrids
0 % diseased
IBI/AIBI: 44/43
Species richness and composition
Trophic composition
Fish abundance and condition
Scores: 5 3 1 3 5 5 3 3 1 5 5 5
Calculated for order 4 in region Northwest/Central
NUMBER COMMON NAME SCIENTIFIC NAME
Lamprey
Carp
Creek chub
Hornyhead chub
Central stoneroller
Suckermouth minnow
Blacknose dace
Striped shiner
* Spotfin shiner
Red shiner
Bluntnose minnow
Bigmouth shiner
Sand shiner
White sucker
* Northern hogsucker
* Black redhorse
Golden redhorse
Channel catfish
Yellow bullhead
* Rock bass
* Smallmouth bass
Green sunfish
* Blackside darter
Johnny darter
Unidentified Petromyzontidae
Cyprinus carpio
Semotilus atromaculatus
Nocomis biguttatus
Campostoma anomalum
Phenacobius mirabilis
Rhinichthys atratulus
Luxilus chrysocephalus
Cyprinella spiloptera
Cyprinella lutrensis
Pimephales notatus
Hybopsis dorsalis
Notropis ludibundus
Catostomus commersoni
Hypentelium nigricans
Moxostoma duquesnei
Moxostoma erythrurum
Ictalurus punctatus
Ameiurus natalis
Ambloplites rupestris
Micropterus dolomieui
Lepomis cyanellus
Percina maculata
Etheostoma nigrum
* Intolerant species
Figure D-1. Sample of IBI printer output.
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2
1
158
8
498
222
10
77
15
20
21
413
46
74
12
11
32
2
5
4
2
4
2
220
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Appendix E. FAS Fish Species, Hybrid, and Group Codes
This appendix lists all of the three letter codes used to identify fish species and groups in
Streams databases. These can also be found listed within the Streams database table SPECIES.
F A S Fish Species
CQQE Common Nama
ABL - AMERICAN BROOK LAMPREY
ALE - ALEWIFE
ALG - ALLIGATOR GAR
ALS - ALABAMA SHAD
AME - AMERICAN EEL
BAD - BANDED DARTER
BAK - BANDED KILLIFISH
BAM - BRASSY MINNOW
B AS - BANDED SCULPIN
B BD - BLUEBREAST DARTER
BCF - BLUE CATFISH
B CS - BLACKCHIN SHINER
BGB - BIGMOUTH BUFFALO
BGC - BIGEYE CHUB
BG H - Hybrid BLUEGILL x GREEN SUNFISH
BGS - BIGEYE SHINER
BHC - BIGHEAD CARP
B HS - BLUEHEAD SHINER
BKB - BLACK BUFFALO
BKC - BLACKFIN CISCO
BKD - BLACKNOSE DACE
B KS - BROOK STICKLEBACK
B KT - BROOK TROUT
BLB - BLACK BULLHEAD
BLC - BLACK CRAPPIE
BLD - BLACKSIDE DARTER
BLG - BLUEGILL
B LO - BLOATER
BLR - BLACK REDHORSE
BLS - BLUNTNOSE MINNOW
BLT - BLACKSTRIPE TOPMINNOW
B MS BIGMOUTH SHINER
BNS - BLACKNOSE SHINER
BOH - Hybrid BLUEGILL x ORANGESPOTTED
SUNFISH
BOW- BOWFIN
B PS - BANDED PYGMY SUNFISH
BRB - BROWN BULLHEAD
BRH - Hybrid BLUEGILL x REDEAR SUNFISH
BRM - BRINDLED MADTOM
B RS - BROOK SILVERSIDE
FAS Fish Species
C0DE Common Name
BRT
BSF
BSH
BSS
BST
BTS
BUB
BUD
BUF
BUL
BUM
BUS
BWH
CAP-
CAR
CCF
CCS
CEM
CGH
CHL
CHO
CMS
COS
CRC
CRD
CRP
CS C
CYD
CYM
- BROWN TROUT
- BANTAM SUNFISH
- Hybrid BLACKSIDE x SLENDERHEAD
DARTER
- BLACK BASS spp.
- BLACKSPOTTED TOPMINNOW
- BLACKTAIL SHINER
- BURBOT
- BLUNTNOSE DARTER
- UNIDENTIFIED BUFFALO sp.
- BULLHEAD spp.
- BULLHEAD MINNOW
- BLUE SUCKER
- Hybrid BLACK x WHITE CRAPPIE
- CARP
- UNIDENTIFIED CARPSUCKER sp.
- CHANNEL CATFISH
- CREEK CHUBSUCKER
- CENTRAL MUDMINNOW
- Hybrid CARP x GOLDFISH
- CHESTNUT LAMPREY
- COHO SALMON
- COMMON SHINER
- CENTRAL STONEROLLER
- CREEK CHUB
- CRYSTAL DARTER
- CRAPPIE spp.
- CISCO
- CYPRESS DARTER
- CYPRESS MINNOW
DAR - DARTER spp.
DUD - DUSKY DARTER
EMS - EMERALD SHINER
ES D - EASTERN SAND DARTER
continued.......
Common Names of Fish Species GROUPS are listed in BOLD ITALIC. Individual Species names are given in PLAIN text.
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FAS Fish Species, Hybrid, and Group Codes (con.)
FAS Fish Species
.QQJE ComTon Name
FAD - FANTAIL DARTER
FCF - FLATHEAD CATFISH
F CS - FALL CHINOOK SALMON
FHM - FATHEAD MINNOW
FLC - FLATHEAD CHUB
FLR - FLIER
FOS - FOURHORN SCULPIN
FRD - FRESHWATER DRUM
FRM - FRECKLED MADTOM
GAR - UNIDENTIFIED GAR sp.
G B H - Hybrid GRASS CARP x BIGHEAD CARP
GHS - GHOST SHINER
GLD - GILT DARTER
GOF - GOLDFISH
GOH - Hybrid GREEN SUNFISH x
ORANGESPOTTED SUNFISH
GOL - GOLDEYE
GOR - GOLDEN REDHORSE
GOS - GOLDEN SHINER
GRC - GRASS CARP
GRD - GREENSIDE DARTER
GRP - GRASS PICKEREL
GRR - GREATER REDHORSE
GSF - GREEN SUNFISH
GTH - Hybrid GIZZARD SHAD x
THREADFIN SHAD
GVC - GRAVELCHUB
GWH - Hybrid GREEN SUNFISH x WARMOUTH
GZS - GIZZARD SHAD
HAD - HARLEQUIN DARTER
HFC - HIGHFIN CARPSUCKER
HOC - HORNYHEAD CHUB
HSH - Hybrid HORNYHEAD CHUB x STRIPED
SHINER
INS - INLAND SILVERSIDES
JOD - JOHNNY DARTER
LAC - LAKE CHUB
LAM . UNIDENTIFIED LAMPREY sp.
LAS - LAKE STURGEON
LAT - LAKE TROUT
FAS Fish Species
.O.D.E Cormn Name
LAW - LAKE WHITEFISH
LBH - Hybrid LONGEAR SUNFISH x
BLUEGILL
LBL - LEAST BROOK LAMPREY
LCS - LAKE CHUBSUCKER
LED - LEAST DARTER
LGD - LONGNOSE DACE
LGH - Hybrid LONGEAR SUNFISH x GREEN
SUNFISH
LMB - LARGEMOUTH BASS
LNS - LONGNOSE SUCKER
LOG - LONGNOSE GAR
LOP - LOGPERCH
LOS - LONGEAR SUNFISH
LPH - Hybrid LONGEAR SUNFISH x
PUMPKINSEED
LSS - LARGESCALE STONEROLLER
MAD
MIN
MMH
MMS
MOF
MOM
MOO
MOX
MSS
MTS
MUD
MUE
NBL
NHS
NOM
NOP
NOS
NSS
ORD
ORS
OWD
OZM
MADTOM spp.
NON-CARP MINNOW spp.
MEANMOUTH BASS (LARGEMOUTH x
SMALLMOUTH BASS Hybrid)
MIMIC SHINER
MOSQUITOFISH
MOUNTAIN MADTOM
MOONEYE
UNIDENTIFIED REDHORSE sp.
MISSISSIPPI SILVERSIDES
MOTTLED SCULPIN
MUD DARTER
MUSKELLUNGE
NORTHERN BROOK LAMPREY
NORTHERN HOG SUCKER
NORTHERN MADTOM
NORTHERN PIKE
NORTHERN STUDFISH
NINESPINE STICKLEBACK
ORANGETHROAT DARTER
ORANGESPOTTED SUNFISH
IOWA DARTER
OZARK MINNOW
continued.......
Common Names of Fish Species GROUPS are listed in BOLD ITALIC. Individual Species names are given in PLAIN text.
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FAS Fish Species, Hybrid, and Group Codes (con.)
FASQ0..DEu
RAD - RAINBOW DARTER
RAS - RAINBOW SMELT
R BS - RIBBON SHINER
RBT - RAINBOW TROUT
R CS - IRONCOLOR SHINER
RDS - REDFIN SHINER
RES - RED SHINER
RGH - Hybrid REDEAR SUNFISH x GREEN
SUNFISH
R LH - Hybrid REDEAR SUNFISH x LONGEAR
SUNFISH
ROB - ROCK BASS
ROS - ROSEFIN SHINER
ROW - ROUND WHITEFISH
RRC - RIVER CHUB
RSF - REDEAR SUNFISH
RSH - Hybrid RED SHINER x SPOTFIN
SHINER
RUD - RUDD
RU H - Hybrid RED SHINER x Notojpis sp.
RVC - RIVER CARPSUCKER
RVD - RIVER DARTER
RVR - RIVER REDHORSE
RVS - RIVER SHINER
RWH - Hybrid REDEAR SUNFISH x
WARMOUTH
RYS - ROSYFACE SHINER
SAB
SAR
SAS
SBH
SMALLMOUTH BUFFALO
SAUGER
SAND SHINER
Hybrid STRIPED BASS x WHITE BASS
FAS Fish Species
. .Q Con.mmn Name
Fish Species
ommrnon Name
PADDLEFISH
PALLID STURGEON
Hybrid PUMPKINSEED x BLUEGILL
Hybrid PUMPKINSEED x GREEN
SUNFISH
PLAINS MINNOW
PALLID SHINER
PIRATE PERCH
PUMPKINSEED
PUGNOSE MINNOW
PUGNOSE SHINER
Hybrid PUMPKINSEED x WARMOUTH
PAH
PAS
PBH
PGH
PLM
PLS
PRP
PUD
PUM
PUS
PWH
continued.......
Common Names of Fish Species GROUPS are listed in BOLD ITALIC. Individual Species names are given in PLAIN text.
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SCP
SCS
SDS
SEL
SES
SFH
SFS
SGC
SGD
SHA
SHD
SHG
SHR
SHS
SHT
SJM
SKC
SKH
SLD
SLM
SLS
SMB
SNC
SOS
SPB
SPC
SPD
SPG
SPS
SRD
SSF
STB
STC
STD
STO
STS
STT
SUM
SUN
- SILVER CARP
- SPRING CHINOOK SALMON
- SPOTTED SUCKER
- SEA LAMPREY
- STEELCOLOR SHINER
- UNIDENTIFIED Hybrid SUNFISH
- SPOTFIN SHINER
- STURGEON CHUB
- STARGAZER DARTER
- SHAD spp.
- SLENDERHEAD DARTER
- SHORTNOSE GAR
- SHORTHEAD REDHORSE
- SHOVELNOSE STURGEON
- STARHEAD TOPMINNOW
- SILVERJAW MINNOW
- SICKLEFIN CHUB
- SKIPJACK HERRING
- SLOUGH DARTER
- SLENDER MADTOM
- SLIMY SCULPIN
- SMALLMOUTH BASS
- SPRING CAVEFISH
- SPOONHEAD SCULPIN
- SPOTTED BASS
- SPECKLED CHUB
- SPOTTAIL DARTER
- SPOTTED GAR
- SPOTTAIL SHINER
- SOUTHERN REDBELLY DACE
- SPOTTED SUNFISH
- STRIPED BASS
- STONECAT
- STRIPETAIL DARTER
- UNIDENTIFIED STONEROLLER
sp.
- STRIPED SHINER
- STEELHEAD TROUT
- SUCKERMOUTH MINNOW
- SUNFISH spp., Excluding BLACK
BASS AND CRAPPIE
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Appendix E. FAS Fish Species, Hybrid, and Group Codes (con.)
Fish Species
Conmmon Nam=t..
SILVER CHUB
SILVER LAMPREY
SILVERY MINNOW
SILVER REDHORSE
SILVERBAND SHINER
TRIPLOID GRASS CARP
TIGER MUSKIE
THREADFIN SHAD
MOZAMBIQUE TILAPIA
TADPOLE MADTOM
TROUT-PERCH
ULL - QUILLBACK
FAS
C,.DE
YEB
YEP
YLB
YELLOW BULLHEAD
YELLOW PERCH
YELLOW BASS
Common Names of Fish Species GROUPS are listed in BOLD ITALIC. Individual Species names are given in PLAIN text.
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FAS Fish Species
0.a. ComrmonNamn
WAE - WALLEYE
WAM - WARMOUTH
WBH - Hybrid WARMOUTH x BLUEGILL
WCF - WHITE CATFISH
WES - WEED SHINER
WHB - WHITE BASS
WHC - WHITE CRAPPIE
WHS - WHITE SUCKER
WSD - WESTERN SAND DARTER
WSH - SAUGEYE (Hybrid WALLEYE x
SAUGER)
WSM - WESTERN SILVERY MINNOW
Svc
SVL
SVM
SVR
SVS
TGC
TGM
THS
TIL
TPM
TRP
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Appendix F. Computer equipment and commercial software
purchased and distributed to IDOC during F-120-R
Quantities purchased are given in parentheses following the item description.
(1) COMPUTER SYSTEMS AND PERIPHERALS:
Desktop computer systems:
Dell 486/50 MHz PC desktop computer with 8 MB RAM, 14" SuperVGA color monitor,
230 MB internal hard drive, 3.5" and 5.25" high density floppy drives, extended 101-key
keyboard, mouse (1)
Dell 486/66 MHz PC desktop computer with 8 MB RAM, 14" SuperVGA color monitor, 1
MB video RAM, 230 MB internal hard drive, 3.5" and 5.25" high density floppy drives,
extended 101-key keyboard, mouse (1)
Macintosh Centris 650 computer with 14" color VGA monitor, 8 MB RAM, 1 MB video
RAM, 80 MB internal hard drive, math coprocessor, extended 105-key keyboard (1)
Notebook computers:
Compaq 386SIJ25MHz notebook computer with VGA graphics, 4 MB RAM, 84 MB
internal hard drive, 3.5" high density floppy drive, math coprocessor, mouse, CVGA 14"
external monitor, external, enhanced 101-key keyboard, NiMH battery pack, external
battery charger, and case (4)
Peripheral Devices:
Compaq desktop expansion unit for LTE LITE notebook computers (1)
PLI Infinity 40 Syquest Removable Cartridge Drives with Quick SCSI 16 Bit Interface
Card (3)
Printers:
Epson LQ-570 dot matrix printers with single bin cut sheet feeder (3)
Epson LQ- 1170 wide carriage dot matrix printer with single bin cut sheet feeder (1)
Hewlett Packard LaserJet III laser printer with 2.5 MB RAM, Postscript, Appletalk
interface, Envelope Tray (1)
HP LaserJet 4MP laser printer with 6 MB RAM, Postscript, Apple LocalTalk interface (1)
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Appendix F. (continued)
2. COMMERCIAL SOFTWARE PROVIDED:
(A) PC Software:
Graphics:
Freelance Graphics for DOS v 4.0 (4)
Freelance Graphics for Windows v 2.0 (2)
Operating Systems:
Microsoft DOS 5.0 (6)
Microsoft Windows 3.1 (6)
Relational Database Management Software:
Paradox for DOS version 3.5 (6)
Paradox for DOS version 4.0 update (6)
Spreadsheets:
Quattro Pro for DOS v 4.0 (6)
Lotus 1-2-3 for DOS v 2.0 (3)
Statistical Packages:
Systat for DOS v 5.0 (6)
Ecological Analysis Programs Vol. 3 for the PC (6)
Utilities:
The Norton Utilities Advanced 6.0 (6)
Laplink 3.0 (6)
Calendar Creator Plus 4.0 (6)
Word Processing:
WordPerfect for DOS v 5.1 (6)
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Appendix F. (continued)
2. COMMERCIAL SOFTWARE PROVIDED:
(B) Macintosh Software:
Graphics:
Canvas 3.06
Operating Systems:
Macintosh System 7.0
Relational Database Management Software:
Panorama 2.11
Statistical and Modeling Packages:
Stella II v2.2
Utilities:
Access PC
After Dark and More After Dark Bundle Screen Saver
EndNote Plus 1.4
Norton Utilities 2.0
Now Utilities 4.01
Word Processing:
WordPerfect v2.1
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Appendix G. Algorithms for length-frequency distribution
Much of the older data exists only in half-inch length-frequency form. In some cases, only
the total length range in inches per species is given along with the averages and fish counts
of several subgroups in that range. Because all length-frequencies in the Streams Database
are in centimeter or millimeter groups, a random allocation must be made in all cases where
the change in units causes a length range in inches to straddle two or more metric groups.
All but the earliest data entered by INHS have "half" in the INDLNMT field of the FISH
table for any fish measured to 0.5 inch precision, and "cm" for data measured to centimeter
precision, whenever this can be inferred from the data. When every fish length in a sample
starts at an integral multiple of a 0.5 inch (or 1 cm), one may safely assume the group size
used.
INDLNMT stands for individual metric length, and can also hold up to 5 lengths of
individual fish in millimeters. It was a field in the IDOC Streams Program Fish Database.
This field was carried over to Paradox in order to preserve the fish data already entered in
R:BASE. Because the lengths in an INDLNMT field must all fall within a 1 cm. group,
these values are only parsed and used when the LFREQ (length-frequency) table is in
millimeter groups.
Newly entered data of this sort use a different format which doesn't have a limit of 5 fish
and which requires no parsing for access. A series of such measurements starts with a
FISH record containing the group weight and a value of zero (as opposed to a missing
value) for the number of individuals. This record has no effect on LFREQ, but the
following individual length records of FISH, which show a missing weight, do give a
more accurate frequency distribution to millimeter groups (though not to centimeter
groups).
When fish are measured to millimeter or 0.1 inch precision, condition parameters are
calculated for any individually weighed fish and all fish are assigned to the appropriate
metric group (cm or mm, depending on the type of group specified in the SPECIES table).
When fish are measured to centimeter precision, as determined by the string "cm" in
INDLNMT or by all TL (total length of single fish or lower length bound if multiple fish)
starting on integral multiples of centimeters, distribution of fish between several groups
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will be necessary if the fish are to be analyzed in mm groups or if the groups are larger than
1 cm. For these fish, the following actions are taken:
1) Single fish are assigned a length of 5 mm up, i.e., a 3 cm fish will be assigned a
nominal length of 3.5 cm. This adjusted length will effect LFREQ only in those cases
where millimeter groups are the default. For individual fish 25.4 cm or longer with a
weight measurement, condition parameters are also added to the LFREQ.
2) For two or more fish, the value in TLMAX is adjusted to just short of the nearest upper
cm boundary, and a uniform pseudo-random number generator is used to distribute
individual lengths to the metric groups. The adjustment of TLMAX is necessary because
the same centimeter group may be variously recorded as 10-20, 10-19, or 10-19.9. The use
of "cm" was introduced to eliminate such confusion.
The generation of LFREQ for fish measured to half-inch precision is much more complex
and is the subject of the remainder of this section. A fish may be considered to be measured
to the nearest half-inch if INDLNMT contains the string "half' or if all TL in the sample
start on integral multiples of a 0.5 inch. Some samples contain mixed half-inch and tenth-
inch data, requiring human judgement to determine where "half' should be placed, while
simple cases can be machine-classified. Interviews with a number of biologists involved in
early sampling have established that all measurements were taken to the nearest 0.5 inch,
i.e., 1.8 and 2.2 inches would both be considered 2 inches. This differs from the
centimeter measurements, where 18 mm would be assigned to 1 cm while 22 mm would.be
assigned to 2 cm.
The simplest type of half-inch data is already in length-frequency form. If TLMAX
contains no values, or if the values are all near the next-highest half-inch value:
1) Single fish are given the value in TL and converted to metric. For fish of 10 inches or
longer with a weight, condition parameters are also added to LFREQ.
2) For two or more fish in the same half-inch group, a uniform pseudo-random number
generator is used to distribute individual lengths to the metric groups over an interval from
a 0.25 inch less than TL to 0.25 inch greater.
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Ranges that are integral multiples of a half-inch but where groups are of different sizes are
treated similarly except that the interval is from a quarter-inch less than TL to a quarter-inch
greater than TLMAX. Single weighed fish will contribute to the condition parameters
provided they are 10 inches or longer and are measure to the nearest half-inch or better.
The most complicated type of data gives an upper and lower bound for length for each
species and then gives fish counts for several groups for which only the average length is
recorded. The first record in FISH will show zero fish count and the length bounds. The
remaining records will have the average for each counted group in TL and the string "ave"
in INDLNMT.
The exact lengths of two fish are known in all such data. There is one fish at the upper
bound and one fish at the lower bound. Beyond this, exact lengths could be determined in
some cases, but with diminishing returns. If there were two fish in a largest or smallest
group, one would be at the bound and the other an equal distance on the other side of the
average. But this appears to be too uncommon to merit special coding.
Because the upper and lower bounds of the subgroups aren't available, except for the two
outer bounds, they are taken to be the midpoints between the averages. Another plausible
assumption would be to distribute fish evenly on each side each average, but this has no
solution that won't give either large overlaps or large gaps in the distribution in some cases.
The choice of an average that isn't at the midpoint of the distribution presents a
complication: if what is called the average is taken to be the mean fish length, the side of
the distribution that has the larger width will have to contain fewer fish in order to preserve
a correct mean. The left and right fish count are determined by:
n = R * N/T and n = L * N/T
left right
where N is the total number of fish to be distributed,
T is the total width over which fish are to be distributed,
R is the distance from the average to the right bound, and
L is the distance from the average to the left bound.
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Each fish is distributed by a call to the pseudo-random number generator. The range of
numbers is divided so as to preserve the correct left-right ratio, and then scaled to fit
between the center and the appropriate bound. This procedure results in two length groups
for each average value in the FISH table.
Interviews with IDOC personnel did not establish any consistent grouping into size cohorts
for which an average length was recorded. The use of random normal variates to distribute
fish in each group could therefore not be justified.
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Appendix H. F-120-R-3 Annual Report Summary
This is a summary of the work conducted during the third segment of the project. A full
description of this work is included as a part of this final report.
Job 101.1 Database design
The separate SUBSAMPLE LFREQ and SAMPLE LFREQ tables were rejected in favor of
a single LFREQ table in the interest of simplicity, after a careful consideration of the
requirements of calibration regarding these tables. See Job 101.4, below, for other design
changes pertaining to calibration.
New notations were devised to permit the encoding of all of the older fish data. These are
described fully in Appendix B.
Job 101.2 Data entry and transfer
The figures on the quantity of data entered are included in section 101.2 of this final report.
All data supplied to us by IDOC Division of Fisheries have been entered and verified. Over
half of the database contents were entered by INHS during segment 3.
Job 101.3 Software development
1) The data entry program ENTER.SC was extended to include Kn-based length-weight
checking as data were entered.
2) The species richness and IBI/AIBI module was written and delivered to IDOC for testing
and comment.
3) The tabular output program FISHTAB, formerly called TABLEOUT, was tested and
revised to correct deficiencies in its operation. A manual for the operation of FISHTAB
was prepared, and is included in this report as Appendix C.
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Job 101.4 Gear efficiency correction
Calibration procedures were worked out in detail, as described in section 101.4 of this final
report. The table CALIB, which contains the coefficients used in the calibration process,
was added to the database. A total of 12 new fields were added to the HABITAT table to
hold parameters required by calibration.
Job 101.5 Technology transfer
Periodic updates of the full database and current software were given to IDOC. Meetings
with IDOC managers were arranged as necessary for user training and to gather
suggestions and critiques on the database and programs.
The only equipment purchased during segment 3 was an HP LaserJet 4MP laser printer
with 6 MB RAM, Postscript, and AppleTalk interface. This was delivered to the IDOC
Streams program.
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